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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Those who control and direct the public broadcasting 

system should deal with the realities of today in ways that 

take account of the potentialities of tomorrow. In elec

tronic communications, as in all other areas of life, the 

main question is whether human policies will direct tech

nology (as much as possible), or technology will largely 

determine policies. Those who control and direct broad

casting should, at the same time, project their thinking 

ahead to changes that are bound to make broadcasting either 

obsolete or much more capable and flexible. They must try 

to rise above concepts limited by the frameworks of insti

tutions and facilities. Only two concepts are to remain: 

1. that of the function of reaching people by 

electronic means, and 

2. that of the process of electronic communications. 

The function of reaching people will be made much 

more powerful, diverse, and flexible, by developments in 

transmission and systems. Developments in transmission will, 

of course, affect the process of electronic communications. 

It should be recognized that the electronic media, particu-



larly television, are social as well as technological 

disseminators. 

There is no question but that the mass media can teach 

certain forms of behavior. Newspapers, books, radio, tele

vision, and movies may influence attitudes and values in a 

substantial proportion of their audience. Some critics have 

accused motion pictures, television, and even comic books of 

causing, stimulating, and encouraging socially improper 

attitudes and behavior.^ The relationship of these elements 

to fundamental aspects of human nature (hate, love, etc.), 

and their effect upon human behavior are a matter of dispute. 

When television arrived, many thought that the addition 

of pictures to sound reports would create a method of news 

presentation that would inform the public better than any 

previous technique or method. 

The motion picture, with its ability to 
record the events as they happen, both audibly 
and visually, has come to be regarded quite 
generally as the best means of presenting the 
news. The newscaster alone on camera is gen
erally regarded as the least desirable technique. 

•̂ Leonard Berkowitz, Aggression; A Social Psychological 
Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1962) , pp. T^9; 
J.T. Klapper, The Effects of Mass Communications (Glencoe, 
Illinois: The Free Press, 1960), pp. 2-7. 

^"Newscasting; Filling the Front Page," Time 
(October 27, 1967), p. 80; Neil Hickey, "The Headline Syndrome 
TV Guide (March 16, 1968), pp. 30-33; William A. Wood, 
Electronic Journalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1967) , pp. 31-32. 



Television news has been compared to the front page of 

a newspaper, a vehicle for the top elements of the top 

stories of the day. 

Some critics have argued that the electronic front page 

is primarily a picture display—that the television medium, 

which lends itself so well to the visual actuality, tends to 

drown out the news message, which does not always lend itself 

to pictures. One former network newsman has charged that too 

often "the picture tail wags the news dog;" that sometimes 

the time spent on a filmed segment, however worthwhile in 

itself, will cause hard news to be omitted; and that the 

economic pressures of a network's investment in sending a 

camera crew to a story locale may prompt an editor to use 

its reports whether or not there is a real story.^ 

The expense of flying film from Viet Nam, 
for example, developing it on the West Coast and 
then leasing a line for $3,000 an hour to trans
mit the pictures to New York for inclusion in a 
program, is likely to have an overbearing effect 
on news judgment. Even if the pictures do not 
live up to the raves cabled in by the man in the 
field (who probably had not seen them and was 
depending on his photographer's word), they may 
price their way onto the program.^ 

^"Newscasting," p. 80. 

^ibid., also Walter Cronkite, "Television and the 
News," in R.L. Shayon, ed. , The Eighth Art (New York; 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), pp. 227-240. 

^"Television: The Most Intimate Medium," Time 
(October 14, 1966), pp. 56-64. 



statement of the Problem 

News reporting via film has now existed for nearly 

forty years, during which time, it has been responsible 

for many innovations in the motion-picture field. Cameras 

have been developed to meet industry demands, processing 

has been speeded up, film qualities have changed and 

improved. The need for a less expensive, easier to handle 

product brought about the development of professional 16mm 

film. Black-and-white film became outdated by color. 

However, the business of newsfilm is still a complicated, 

bothersome, expensive headache to broadcasting. 

Means must be found to reduce the cost of filmed 

reports for television news and to lend more mobility to 

television camera crews shooting on location. 

Justification of the Research 

Last summer a survey was conducted of some 400 news-

film operations in this country. Several questions were 

asked, but the most significant question asked was, "Would 

you be interested in exploring the Super-8 format further?" 

Eighty-one per cent of the 300 replies indicated a very 

positive attitude and listed two reasons for their desire 

to explore 8mm uses; they want more economy and more mobility.^ 

^Dick Neville, "Television Newsfilm Problems," Journal 
of the SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 159-160. 



But the potential advantages of Super-8 in television 

programming extend beyond economy and mobility. Today, it 

is possible to consider a completely mobile Super-8 color 

film news unit, a vehicle no larger than a station wagon and 

self contained with all necessary equipment and facilities 

up to and including a processing unit. A story could be 

shot, processed on the way back to the studio and ready for 

broadcast within minutes of arriving back at the base. 

The next possibility is also feasible today, and 

considering the rising cost of labor, may become as vital 

to television operations as the recording devices now in use. 

A television station could be programmed in exactly the same 

way some radio stations are at present. Super-8 casettes 

and cartridges containing eighteen to twenty hours of 

programming would be loaded into random access carriers with 

a programmed computer card, and the equipment could do the 

rest. This is not inconceivable within the next few years. 

It is therefore important that a serious look be taken 

at Super-8mm film as a possible television production tool. 

This means an evaluation of the operational as well as the 

programming potentials of the system. 

Review of Literature and 

Previous Research 

In 1961, Richard Rawls, then the Operating Manager of 



KPHO-TV in Phoenix, Arizona, estimated that he could save 

fifty per cent on his newsfilm costs by using black-and-

white 8mm negative film, coated with a magnetic stripe for 

single-system recording. In his paper, "8mm Sound Film; 

A Professional News Medium for TV," published in the August 

1962 Journal of the Society of Motion Picture and Television 

Engineers (Journal of the SMPTE), Rawls reported the details 

of his 1961 experiment. He used modified Fairchild Cinephonic 

8mm equipment for filming and projection. Processing was done 

on a Mini-Rapid 16mm processor. The pre-striped film was 

slit from double 8mm width to 8mm using a small roller shear 

tool. Rawls did not go into much detail on film editing 

other than pointing out that the audio on the striped film 

could be erased and subsitute audio post-dubbed. In his 

conclusion, Rawls urged the industry to do more development 

work in the 8mm sound-on-film system for use in covering 

news. He was convinced that 8mm economy and portability 

"warranted its acceptance as a supplement" to the existing 

16mm systems.' 

But Rawls' timing was bad. Television news had just 

made the transition from 35mm to 16mm. The film cameras 

and projection equipment were relatively new and there was 

7 
Richard Rawls, "8mm Sound Film: A Professional 

News Medium for TV," Journal of the SMPTE (August, 1962), 
pp. 157-159. 



little interest in replacing the new hardware with 

experimental 8mm equipment. 

About four years later, in early 1965, NBC News began 

color Super-8 studies to determine the suitability of the 

improved Super-8 format for use in newsfilm. They believed, 

as did Rawls, in the portability and economy of a smaller 

gauge film. 

In April of 1970, Sigmund Bajak of NBC News reported 

to the Engineering Section of the National Association of 

Broadcasters (NAB) that 

. . .if an acceptable Super-8 single-system sound 
camera was developed, within three to five years 
much of our hard news coverage would be on Super-8. 
My belief is based on the desirability--if not 
necessity—to cover news with extremely portcible 
equipment.^ 

Similar benefits of Super-8 were expressed by Dick 

Neville of WGN Continental Productions Company at the 

SMPTE's Technical Conference on April 30, 1970.^ 

Later the same year, representatives from the Eastman 

Kodak Company of Rochester, New York presented a paper 

°Sigmund Bajak, "Super-8 for Newsfilm: A Progress 
Report" (Paper presented to the Engineering Section of 
the National Association of Broadcasters in Chicago, Illinois, 
April 7, 1970) . 

^Dick Neville, "Television Newsfilm Problems" (Paper 
presented at the SMPTE's Technical Conference in Chicago, 
Illinois, April 30, 1970), published in the Journal of the 
SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 159-160. 
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dealing with the advent of greater capacity Super-Smm 

cartridges for use in television news production.^^ 

At the same conference, William D. Hedden,of Calvin 

Communications Incorporated, presented a report of the 

problems his company has had with getting Super-8mm into 

high-quality, productive and profitable operations. "It 

seemed to us," he states, "that if 8mm was to be profitable, 

an extremely high degree of productivity was necessary." 

At the time, however, the quantities ordered from the 

laboratory did not quite reach the level at which profits 

out-distanced costs. This was due to skepticism on the 

part of v/ould-be customers, and to the fact that much of 

what has been said about Super-8 while technically correct, 

has not been found to be practical in large-scale laboratory 

operations. He concludes. 

Some considerations have proved fundamental, 
others of lesser importance, and some of the 
most promising of all have never materialized.^^ 

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation has been conducting 

Norwood L. Simmons, Joseph L. Boon, and Richard C 
Gearhart, "Super-8 Film for Color Television Display" 
(Paper presented at the SMPTE's Technical Conference in 
New York City, New York, October 6, 1970). 

William D. Hedden, "Laboratory Approaches to Super-8 
Film Operations" (Paper presented at the SMPTE's Technical 
Conference in New York City, New York, October 6, 1970). See 
also William D. Hedden, "8mm Printing Systems," Proceedings 
of the Symposium on Super-8 Film Production Technique"!" (Los 
Angeles, California, 1970), pp. 35-51. 



operational tests to determine the suitability of Super-8 

for professional broadcasting. However, according to the 

report presented by John Lant, the tests have been somewhat 

disappointing in terms of broadcast quality. The conclusion 

is that before Super-8 can be accorded full professional 

status in television, it appears that standards must be set 

up and equipment of professional quality produced.-^^ 

In a training program for medical personnel, a one-

hour color film with optical sound is distributed in 

cartridges on a weekly basis. The film is Super-8mm in two 

separate cartridges each of one-half hour duration. This 

is just one of the many uses that are being found for Super-8 

film in German schools and universities. The problem is 

to develop a thinner stock film in order that the program 

in its entirety can be distributed on single cartridges of 

one hour duration.•'•-̂  

The Motion Picture-Television Division of the Theater 

Arts Department of the University of California at Los 

Angeles requires that every student applying for the major 

in motion pictures or television prepare a double-system 

-'-̂ John Lant, Karl H. Kruger, and Rodger J. Ross, "The 
Status of Super-8 in Television" (Paper presented at the 
SMPTE's Technical Conference in New York City, New York, 
October 6, 19 70) . 

•̂ •̂ Dieter K. Noack, "Super-8 Release Prints with Optical 
Sound for a Training Program," ibid. 
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sound film using Super-8. It was felt that Super-8 would 

be the ideal medium because of its low cost and easy 

availability. A number of interested organizations helped 

in the formulation of this program, which has proven to be 

highly successful. A great deal of the equipment used has 

been transformed by the students themselves from 16mm 

gauge to Super-8. All films are screened in a 280 seat 

theater specially equipped for this purpose. 

Our experience has demonstrated our satis
faction that Super-8 is indeed a viable 
format for original production. Cameras 
and film stocks are of an extremely high 
standard of quality, except for a problem 
with nonstandard frame line positioning 
which is reminiscent of similar problems 
with 16mm some years ago. Our system 
acceptance is almost universal. What is 
missing is the hardware and software to 
make Super-8 into a professional format.-̂ ^ 

Recently, KARD-TV an NBC affiliate in Wichita, Kansas, 

began shooting news events in Super-8mm color sound film 

with gratifying results. Their decision to try out Super-8 

for news coverage was based on their desire to make the 

cameraman less obvious and his gear more portable, as well 

as the belief that Super-8 would, in the long run, prove to 

Garry Margolis, Rick Holmes, and Ramsey Gwynne, 
"Super-3 in the Teaching of Film Production," Journal of 
the SMPTE (September, 1971), pp. 728-730. See also Ralph 
Sargent, "U.CL.A.'s 8mm Arc Projector Conversion," 
American Cinematographer (December, 1966), pp. 834-835, 
852, 868. 
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be more economical than 16mm film. As with others who have 

experimented with Super-8, the station's management see a 

need for further development of professional hardware. In 

Super-8 there are few professional equivalents of the splicers, 

previewers and projectors commonly used for 16mm. 

. . .with the right kind of gear, I can see 
where the inherent economies of Super-8 could 
lead to a wholesale adoption of that format.^^ 

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Professor 

Richard Leacock has developed specifications for a lightweight 

Super-8mm synchronous sound filming system, said to offer high 

quality performance at low cost. The system is based on a 

standard Nizo Super-8mm camera and a Sony casette tape 

recorder. The camera system is to be used in a program of 

fellowship grants to student filmmakers through colleges 

and universities having filmmaking courses. Student fellows 

will produce films on any subject they wish, from pure 

entertainment to pure education, the only condition being 

that the films be suited to an audience of children four to 

fourteen years. The camera with its associated audio gear 

is expected to sell for approximately $1,500 and will be 

awarded as part of the grant. The system ". . .takes film

making out of the hands of the professionals—the 'film 

^^"Super-8 'Escape' in Kansas," Television/Radio Age 
(May 1, 1972) , p. 40. 
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elite' . . .—and puts it in the hands of the people. "-̂ ^ 

Method of Approach 

In the newsrooms of more than 700 television stations 

in this country, decisions are made of what materials in 

the total news will be selected for inclusion in daily 

newscasts. These decisions are made by individuals charged 

with the responsibility of organizing news programs—the 

gate-keeper. 

Two values are important to the gate-keeper in 

selecting news: visual quality and timeliness of each 

story available. 

A previous study by Buckalew indicates that in small, 

medium, and large television markets with operating news 

departments, there were 980 stories compiled from which 

sixty-five per cent of the stories could not be included 

to the editor's input due to the lack of film. Only sixteen 

per cent of the stories available had the combinations— 

film, conflict, proximity, timeliness.-'-' 

Using Super-8 for television news reporting is a 

possibility for the future. We are fast approaching the 

^^"Programming Power to the People," Broadcasting 
(May 8, 1972) , pp. 54-55. 

•̂ Ĵ.K. Buckalew, "New Elements and Selection by 
Television News Editors," Journal of Broadcasting 
(Winter 1969-70), pp. 47-5T: 
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day when all newsworthy events can be covered completely 

on Super-8. It would be a mistake, however, if at this 

time some areas of uncertainty that exist are not pointed 

out and examined at length. 

This investigation will therefore attempt to describe 

some of the efforts by both industry and management to 

obtain superior quality hardware based on a Super-8mm film 

system to be used for television news production. The 

specifications for the ideal system will be presented, as 

well as a review of the equipment developed in order to 

meet such specifications. However, hardware is not the 

only consideration when appraising a Super-Smm system for 

television news. There are sociological factors involved 

in the conversion of what has been, until recently, strictly 

a consumer product into an industrial product. These 

factors will be examined in light of the recent attacks 

on television news by government and public alike. 

Conceptual and Operational Definitions 

The introduction of Super-8 in 1965 was heralded 

by the film industry as a major advance in professional 

18 
Norwood L. Simmons, "Super-8; Whither Bound?" 

Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-8 Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, California, 1970), pp. 2-9. 
See also George A. Howard, "Super-8; A Producer's 
Viewpoint," ibid., pp. 68-74; L. Lipton, "Straight Facts 
Super-8," Popular Photography (December, 1965), p. 42. 
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communications. At the time Super-8 was introduced, the 

motion picture industry had standardized on established 

formats: 35mm was for theatrical and television production, 

and 16mm was used by industry, education, and television 

news. 8mm was produced essentially for the home consumer, 

with but limited acceptance in industry and education. To 

an audience accustomed to the image quality attainable in 

a movie theater, or with a 16mm training film, the 

limitations of 8mm were all too apparent. 

Super-8 was a format with the potential of quality 

approaching that of 16mm and cost approaching 8mm—the 

key ingredients in the cost-quality equation. Super-8 was 

a straightforward idea achieving improved screen image 

quality through more efficient use of the film area. 

Table 1 presents the relative image dimensions of standard 

8mm, Super-8mm, and 16mm. Figure 1 depicts the relative 

frame areas of the three formats compared to each other. 

TABLE 1 

RELATIVE FRAME DIMENSIONS 

Type of Film Width Height 
(A) (B) 

Standard 8mm 0.172 0.129 
Super-8mm 0.210 0.157 
16mm Standard 0.380 0.284 
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The larger frame size of Super-8 requires less 

magnification for display, yielding significant improvements 

in sharpness over standard 8mm. It also allows for more 

ease of editing, since the image is easier to see than with 

the smaller gauge. 

As with 8mm when it was first introduced, Super-8 

was intended for the amateur, or private consumer, rather 

than for industrial use, and it has been in the amateur 

market that Super-8 has truly blossomed and developed. 

Only recently has Super-8 been considered as a possible 

production tool for professional users. 

In the following pages the characteristics of film 

in general and Super-8 in particular, will be discussed. 

In connection with these discussions, certain terms may 

appear that are not entirely comprehensible to the reader. 

In order not to break the continuity of the text, a 

section containing definitions of terms has been included 

as the Appendix, and includes terms found in this thesis 

as well as terms that may be encountered in the works 

given as footnotes and references. 



CHAPTER II 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

In looking for a convenient, economical method of 

local program origination, television stations and CATV 

operators are discovering that film meets most of their 

requirements. At the same time, this medium offers a 

number of attractive operational advantages. Capital 

cost for film equipment is quite modest. Most local 

assignments can be handled by one person, the cameraman; 

a full crew, including sound and lighting technicians, 

seldom exceeds three persons. Film cameras can be taken 

anywhere. Power for the camera motor can be supplied 

from small batteries carried in a belt. Programs can be 

produced in black-and-white or color with the same camera, 

only the recording material, film, has to be changed. •'• 

A film camera is a relatively simple optical-

mechanical device that requires very little maintenance 

since there are no electronics in it. Exposure of the 

color film produces invisible latent images that can be 

considered as picture information in temporary storage. 

1"Advantages of Film for CATV" (Eastman Kodak Company 
Motion Picture and Education Markets Division's promotional 
campaign script, December, 1971). 

17 
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Later, in a separate processing operation, the images are 

converted into invisible color pictures. Processing, in 

effect, provides the "amplification" needed to make the 

latent images visible. This part of the operation is most 

conveniently carried out at home base. It is also entirely 

feasible to use a small color processing machine in a van 

that could be driven to the location where the action is 

taking place. In this case, exposed film is removed from 

the camera and processed on the spot.^ 

It is customary in television operations to make 

programs, ready for on-air use, from the original camera 

footage. Of course, there is always the danger of scratching 

or damaging the film surfaces. When time permits, copies 

(prints) made from the camera originals should be used to 

make a workprint. This print can then be screened and 

revised as often as necessary without fear of damage to the 

original. When the editing of the workprint has been 

completed, the camera originals should be cut and spliced 

to match the scenes in the workprint.-* 

In some cases it might be desirable to make a fully 

color-corrected print from the edited camera originals. 

2Rodger J. Ross, Color Film for Color Television 
(New York: Communication Arts Books, 1970), pp. 30-43. 

•̂ Eastman Kodak Company, Basic Production Techniques 
for Motion Pictures (Rochester, New York: Eastman Kodak 
Company, 1971), pp. 4-9. 
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This procedure gives an "air" print without splices, in 

which any variations in density or color balance of the 

camera originals have been corrected. In the printing 

process it is also possible to introduce simple optical 

effects such as fades, mixes, and supers.^ 

Film Formats 

Film stock is available in a number of different 

types and formats—widths of 35mm, 16mm, and 8mm.^ With 

only a few exceptions, 16mm is the standard film width 

for original program production by local television 

stations throughout the television industry. The 8mm 

width, especially in the Super-8 format is attracting a 

considerable amount of attention and will eventually 

replace 16mm for at least some television applications. 

Super-8 is supplied mainly in the popular instant-load 

cartridges for automatic cameras, but spool loads can be 

ordered from the several film distributors for cameras 

that do not accept the cartridge format. 

Robert Ferguson, How to Make Movies (New York: The 
Viking Press, 1970), pp. 37-45. See also Eastman Kodak 
Company, Making a Movie (Rochester, New York; Eastman 
Kodak Company, 1971), pp. 7-14; Eastman Kodak Company, 
Motion Picture Prints from Color Originals (Rochester, New 
York: Eastman Kodak Company, 1971), pp. 2-7. 

5John Burder, The Technique of Editing 16mm Films 
(New York: Communication Arts Books , 1968), pp. 9-12. 
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Film Characteristics 

Various types of films can be described in terms of 

the following characteristics;^ 

Negative or reversal.—Both black-and-white and color 

films can yield either negative or positive picture images 

when exposed and processed. It is customary to use 

negative film in the camera when immediate projection is 

not required and a number of prints are desired; reversal 

films, when processed, yield positive images on the film 

exposed in the camera. The use of reversal film is 

preferable when the original film will be projected, or 

when only a few prints are required. 

Spectral sensitivity.—Most black-and-white films 

for camera use are panchromatic, that is, sensitive to all 

the colors in the spectrum. Color films are available 

in two different balances—one for exposure outdoors with 

average daylight, the other for indoors, with tungsten 

illumination. As a matter of normal practice, television 

news photographers place conversion filters over the 

camera lens to permit a tungsten-type film to be used 

^Eastman Kodak Company, "Film Systems for Color 
Television," Videofilm Notes (Rochester, New York: Eastman 
Kodak Company, 1972), pp. 1-10. See also Eastman Kodak 
Company, Choosing a Color Negative Film for Professional 
Work (Rochester, New York; Eastman Kodak Company,1969), 
pp. 2-4. 
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outdoors, so that only one camera film need be carried. 

Speed.—The speed of a film can be expressed as a 

number that indicates its inherent sensitivity to visible 

light. To enable photoelectric light meters to be used 

to set the camera lens aperture (f-number) for different 

exposure conditions, each type of film is given an exposure 

index by the manufacturer. Doubling the exposure index— 

from 25 to 50, for instance—means that the film can be 

exposed with half the light, or the camera lens can be 

closed down by one f-stop (example: f/8 to f/11). 

Structure.—As a general rule, black-and-white films 

have a single light-sensitive emulsion layer coated on a 

plastic base. During exposure, slight changes take place 

in tiny silver-halide crystals dispersed in the emulsion 

and these changes result in latent images. Processing 

converts the latent images into visible images made of 

black silver grains packed closely together. 

Color films have multiple coatings with three 

separate light-sensitive layers. Latent images are formed 

in these layers during exposure in relation to the amounts 

of red, green, and blue light reflected from the scene. 

When the film is processed, the latent images are coverted 

into color dye images in a series of complex chemical 

reactions. 

Processing.—In a processing machine, the film is 
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transported at a constant rate over banks of rollers 

suspended in tanks containing the chemical solutions. 

The rate of film travel and the size of the tanks 

determine the film treatment time in each solution. 

In selecting a processing machine, the type of film 

to be processed must be taken into account. Generally, 

each type of film requires a different series of chemical 

treatments in processing machines designed to provide 

the treatments. Black-and-white negative film calls for 

the simplest kind of service—three tanks (for developer, 

fixer, and wash water) and a drying cabinet. Black-and-

white reversal processing is somewhat more complex, 

requiring at least ten solution tanks. Different machine 

layouts are needed for color negative and for color 

reversal films. Depending on the design, typical machines 

are seven to eighteen feet long, two to three feet wide, 

five to nine feet high, provide a film transport speed 

of fifteen to seventy-five feet per minute, and weigh up 

to three-and-one-half tons when filled with solutions. 

Exposure control.—Exposure for motion picture film 

can be calculated with a photoelectric light meter. 

Meters measuring either the light reflected from or falling 

on the scene can be used for exposure determination. The 

light value indicated by the meter and the exposure index 

for the film are "programmed" into a small circular 
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calculator attached to the meter and thus provide an 

appropriate setting for the camera lens. 

This method of exposure calculation works very well 

with average outdoor scenes and subjects. Many television 

filming situations are far from average, however, and the 

camera lens must be adjusted to the largest possible lens 

opening for news stories that have to be filmed in 

available light. 

The notion that artificial lighting is not needed for 

16mm and Super-8mm film originated, no doubt, with the 

successful use of these formats by amateur filmmakers. 

Amateurs can choose what their locations and camera angles 

will be, and they can afford to wait for the most favorable 

exposure conditions. Television film cameramen, especially 

those responsible for news work, are faced with an entirely 

different set of working conditions. They have to take 

what they can get, wherever the action may be, within the 

limited time available. Even in the most pressing and 

difficult news situations, it is often possible to make 

use of some artificial illumination to reduce scene contrast, 

lighten the shadows, and give more favorable conditions of 

film exposure. 

Recording the Sound 

Film is available with a magnetic stripe coated in 
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the sound-track area on the edge of the film opposite the 

perforations. To record the sound on the magnetic stripe, 

the camera must be fitted with a magnetic head. A small 

amplifier on a neck strap provides two or three microphone 

inputs for simple interviews and news stories. A cable 

from the amplifier to a fitting on the body of the camera 

carries the audio signals to the magnetic recording head. 

With this method, known as single-system recording, there 

is an 18-frame displacement of the sound on the film in 

reference to the corresponding picture frame. 

Editing (Program Assembly) 

Perhaps the most important of film's many advantages 

is the ease of editing.^ Reversal films yield positive 

color images when processed. The original exposed in the 

camera can be used on-air immediately after it has been 

processed. With a magnetic stripe on the film for the sound, 

a complete 100-foot program segment can be ready for air 

^Burder, Editing 16mm Films, pp. 26-39. See also 
Eastman Kodak Company, Basic Magnetic Sound Recording 
for Motion Pictures (Rochester, New York: Eastman Kodak 
Company, 1969), pp. 3-15. 

^Burder, Editing 16mm Films, pp. 26-39. See also 
H. Mario Raimondo Souto, The Technique of the Motion 
Picture Camera (2nd ed.; New York: Communication Arts 
Books, 1969), pp. 250-298; Eastman Kodak Company, Splicing 
Motion Picture Film with Kodak Film Cements (Rochester, New 
York: Eastman Kodak Company, 1970) , p. 3. 
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release in less than 30 minutes after the exposed film 

is removed from the camera. To prepare the film for 

use in a program, it is only necessary to splice on a 

projector threading leader at the head end with the 

appropriate cue marks that consist either of punched holes 

in the film or small patches of black adhesive tape. 

In practice, the original camera film is rarely 

used in a program without some alterations or modifications. 

By cutting and splicing together short sections of film 

taken at different times in different locations, any 

desired story effect can be achieved, from the piecing 

together of a news story to the assembly of a complete 

dramatic program. 

Editing equipment is simple and inexpensive. Film 

images can be seen with the unaided eye over the illuminated 

panel that is a component of an editing bench. Any motion 

in the images can be observed and evaluated simply by 

running the film through a small optical-mechanical viewer 

with a pair of hand-operated rewinds. Sections of film 

can be spliced together with an inexpensive manual splicer 

to create a program. It should be noted that good film 

splices are extremely important—to avoid unsightly breaks 

between scenes and to avoid disruption of a program by 

having splices come apart. 

Editing film with a single-system sound is usually 
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quite difficult because of the 18-frame picture/sound 

separation. When the sound from one scene overlaps the 

pictures in the following scene with single-sound, a 

cutaway shot must be inserted. Cameramen alv/ays must 

remember to give the film editor sufficient footage for 

this purpose during the original filming. Cutaway refers 

to short shots not related to the action in the scene, 

usually inserted to show either passage of time or what 

is going on somewhere else. 

To avoid the problems of single-system editing, the 

sound can be recorded on a separate tape or film (double-

system) . Several methods for maintaining picture and 

sound synchronization have been devised. With some of 

these systems there is no need for an electrical 

connection (cable) between the camera and the sound 

recorder. 

Double-system recording gives the editor much 

more freedom and flexibility since the two films can be 

placed side by side on a small mechanical device known 

as a synchronizer with two sprockets engaging the film 

perforations. Then the picture or the sound film can be 

cut and spliced independently. 

Telecine 

Equipment for reproducing film in the television 
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system consists basically of a film projector and a color 

television camera.^ Usually two film projectors and a 

slide projector are combined for input into a single 

television camera to give greater programming flexibility. 

The film images are projected directly into the television 

camera through a complex optical system at the same time 

the sound is reproduced by a magnetic head making contact 

with the sound stripe on the film in the projector. The 

video signals generated in the camera are carried by a 

cable to a camera control unit where adjustments in signal 

levels are made, either manually or automatically, to 

compensate for variations in the maximum and minimum 

densities in the film images. 

Program Effects 

When the original camera films are being used to 

make up programs, the producer (director) is limited to 

simple cuts between scenes at the points where the 

different sections of film are spliced together. To 

introduce optical effects, such as fades, or mixes, a 

print would have to be made from the edited films, utilizing 

what is known as the "A and B roll technique" and a printer 

^Rodger J. Ross, Television Film Engineering (New 
York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966), pp. 73-74. See also 
Harold E. Ennes, Television Broadcasting Camera Chains 
(Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1971), p7 36. 
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equipped with a fader shutter.^^ Alternatively, advantage 

can be taken of the possibilities the television system 

offers to introduce program changes electronically. 

Several different methods can be employed to add 

special effects to a film program. One method is to 

assemble the film scenes in separate A and B rolls, and 

then use two telecines—one for the A roll and the other 

for the B roll—to obtain two video outputs simultaneously. 

The switching, mixing, and special effects facilities 

normally available in a television studio control room 

can then be utilized to introduce any desired changes into 

the program. 

Figure 2 illustrates how the A and B rolls should 

be prepared. Alternate scenes are spliced into separate 

rolls, with black leader in appropriate lengths between 

the scenes. As the diagram shows, an overlap between 

scenes must be allowed when a mix is called for. After 

the A and B rolls have been assembled, a cue sheet must 

be prepared indicating the exact points in the rolls at 

which the transitions will occur. 

Numbered leaders spliced at the head end of both 

rolls will enable the telecine projectors to be started 

l^Burder, Editing 16mm Films, pp. 130-134. See 
also Eastman Kodak Company, Videofilm Notes, pp. 7-10. 
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simultaneously. The video outputs will appear on side by 

side television picture monitors in the studio control 

room, just as if the pictures were coming from television 

cameras in the studio. Cue marks placed on the film will 

enable the operator to make the transitions called for 

in the cue sheet at exactly the right places in the 

program. Provision for transitions is also possible by 

using an automatic cuing unit. 

A very simple technique often used by television 

news producers consists of an introduction by a 

commentator, who then proceeds to read a news story over 

pictures of people or places related to the story content. 

For this technique, only one combined telecine chain is 

needed with the A roll (carrying the pictures and voice 

of the coimnentator) on one projector and the B roll 

consisting of specially filmed material or stock footage 

from the scene of the news story on another projector. 

At the appropriate time in the news broadcast, both 

projectors are started with the camera set to show the 

A roll (the commentator). A cue mark on the A roll 

indicates the point in the story at which the camera 

must be switched over to show the pictures from the B 

roll (the background footage). For the entire story, 

the sound is taken from the A roll (the commentator's 

voice), giving the effect of a voice-over recording. 



CHAPTER III 

THE COMPLETE SUPER-8 SYSTEM 

The Evolution of 8mm 

Regular 8mm was introduced as an amateur film in 

1932. Its lower cost, plus the compactness, portability, 

and economy of 8mm cameras and projectors brought home 

movies within reach of millions of people and created a 

whole new amateur movie industry. 

Not content with what they could shoot themselves, 

enthusiasts soon demanded reduction prints from originals 

shot in 16mm. These early color prints were made on 

color reversal 8mm camera films, one twenty-five foot 

roll at a time. 

Exposure corrections were made visually during the 

printing operation by manual adjustment of the printer 

lens opening. An important improvement in quality came 

with the availability of 8mm color reversal duplicating 

stock. The job was also made easier when a new reduction 

printer was developed which made automatic scene-to-scene 

•'•Leendert Drukker, "The Slow, Sure Triumphs of 8mm," 
Popular Photography (July, 1962), pp. 114-118, 136. See 
also John Flory, "8mm and a New Era in Educational Film," 
Audiovisual Instruction (January, 1961), pp- 14-15. 
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exposure corrections.^ 

Beginning in 1946, 8mm silent color film subjects 

were printed in quantity for sale to home movie fans. 

These early reduction prints were made from 16mm color 

reversal masters, which were needed to incorporate 

printer fades and dissolves. The masters were made from 

16mm original reversal camera film. Although quality 

suffered somewhat due to second-generation reversal 

printing, the films were commercially acceptable at the 

time. 

A significant advance came in 1956 with the 

introduction of 16mm color internegative and color positive 

print film with 8mm perforations. The significance lay 

in the fact that the color internegative was specifically 

designed as an intermediate printing film and could be 

used in place of the less desirable color reversal master. 

Picture quality was improving steadily, but 8mm 

film subjects remained silent until 1960,"̂  when projectors 

were introduced which made possible the first practical 

^Kenneth B. Curtis and William D. Hedden, "A High 
Speed Continuous 16mm to 8mm Reduction Printer," Journal of 
the SMPTE (August, 1961), pp. 624-627. 

3R.J. Roman, J.M. Moriarty, and R.B. Johnson, "A New 
8mm Magnetic Sound Projector," Journal of the SMPTE 
(December, 1960), pp. 882-886. See also Lloyd Thompson, 
"Problems in the Design of an 8mm Magnetic Sound-on-Film 
Projector," Journal of the SMPTE (August, 1961), pp. 588-589 
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use of a potent new communications mediiun—8mm color film 

with magnetic sound. Shortly thereafter, in 1962, came 

the 8mm continuous loop cartridge which unlocked the door 

to a host of new applications in industry and education.^ 

In 1965, film technology took a major step forward 

with the introduction of the Super-8 format.^ Its larger 

picture area gave improved screen sharpness and brilliance. 

This asset, coupled with improved film stocks and new 

projectors, permitted Super-8 to assume an important role 

in professional filmmaking. 

Improvements will continue to be made in both picture 

and sound quality in the years ahead. But it is felt that 

the most urgent need at the present time is for standards 

to be set on Super-8 projection equipment. It is necessary 

to eliminate the variations in projection speeds, soundtrack 

acceptability (magnetic or optical), size of cartridges 

and/or reels, etc. Such variations have served only to 

cause confusion, inconvenience, and added expense. 

^Louis Forsdale, "The Dream About 8mm Sound Film," 
Educational Screen and Audiovisual Guide (February, 1962), 
pp. 70-72. See also Louis Forsdale, ^he Miniaturization of 
Educational Film," Canadian Communications (Summer, 1962), 
pp. 31-32. 

^L. Bernard Happe, Basic Motion Picture Technology 
(New York; Communication Arts Books, 1971), pp. 46-47. See 
also Don Sutherland, "A 'Toy' Format Comes of Age," 
American Cinematographer (December, 1969), pp. 1170-1171. 
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There is no doubt that Super-8 will ultimately replace 

regular 8mm for both amateur and professional use. 

Manufacturers have virtually ceased production of regular 

8mm cameras and projectors, although some continue to 

provide replacement units to quantity users.^ 

The System 

Although Super-8 is gaining in importance as an 

alternative to videotape and 16mm film in the preparation 

of television news programming, it is still far from being 

a dominant form for the origination of news sequences. 

The only network using Super-8 film regularly is NBC, and 

they contend that is being done on an experimental basis 

in order to define and try to solve the problems associated 
•7 

with the use of Super-8 in news program origination. 

A reason for this position is the realization of the 

need for a complete Super-8 system. Without it, it 

appears that use of Super-8 in television will remain in 

the limited area of the occassional piece of newsworthy 

film shot by an amateur. 
The system should consist of: 

^Robert Ferguson, How to Make Movies (New York; The 
Viking Press, 1970), p. 12. 

"̂ Dick Neville, "Television Newsfilm Problems," Journal 
of the SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 159-160. 
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1. a professional single-system camera with a 

200-foot film capacity, 

2. a film similar in quality to Ektachrome 7252 

but with a faster film speed, 

3. a compact, automatic, processing machine, 

4. quality-engineered viewing and editing equipment, 

and, 

5. a professional telecine chain (or other special 

transmission device) with facilities for reel 

and cartridge or casette loading. 

If such a complete system were available, it could reduce 
o 

the cost of coverage of local news and sports events." 

Standards and controls had to be tightened up to 

obtain good quality on 16mm as compared to the latitude 

available with 35mm. Those standards and controls will 

have to be again raised and tightened and developed to 

obtain the present quality standards if Super-8 is to 

be considered.^ 

^Neville, "Television Newsfilm Problems," pp. 159-160. 
See also John Lant, Karl H. Kruger, and Rodger J. Ross, "The 
Status of Super-8 in Television" (Paper presented at the 
SMPTE's Technical Conference in New York City, New York, 
October 6, 1970); "Super-8 'Escape' in Kansas," Television/ 
Radio Age (May 1, 1972), p. 40. 

9john Lant, "16mm Film Program Production for Television," 
Journal of the SMPTE (December, 1970), pp. 1078-1079. See 
also Roland G. Zavada, "The Standardization of the Super-8 
System," Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-8 Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, California,1970), pp. 75-90. 
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The Camera 

Sound plays such an important part in most news 

events that a single-system sound camera is considered 

a must.-*-̂  It is felt that for Super-8, the camera 

should have automatic exposure, automatic focus, 

cartridge load, be lightweight and compact. The 

consensus is that the camera should accept film loads in 

lengths of 200 feet (10 minutes). All of these ideas 

make for a fine and convenient camera, but these design 

parameters are not yet available in Super-8 cameras. 

At present, no cartridge is available that will 

hold pre-striped film, nor has a design appeared that 

could be used in single-system sound cameras. This is 

an indication that professional cameras which will accept 

cartridges probably will not appear for quite some time. 

Automatic exposure is available on many cameras, 

but for professional use, a camera with the means to 

override the automatic aperture control system is more 

advisable. This is needed when backlighted subjects and 

certain other conditions exist while recording a picture. 

^^Lant, Kruger, and Ross, "Super-8 in Television," 
op. cit. 

•'••'-John A. Pistor, "Super-8 Film: A Supplementary 
Tool for Program News" (Paper presented at the Sixth 
Annual SMPTE Winter Television Conference in Dallas, Texas, 
February 4, 1972). 
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The technology exists for automatic focus on a 

camera, but this feature is also not recommended. In 

all probability, the wrong subject might be in sharp 

focus. Furthermore, this feature may not be necessary 

with the great depth of field available from today's 

fast films and superior optics. 

In order to be compatible with telecine systems 

in use today, a Super-8 camera must run at 24 frames 

per second (fps). Most professionally designed cameras 

on the market today have the capability to run at this 

speed, thus eliminating the problem of Super-8 

incompatibility with television scanners. 

The Film 

The majority of Super-8 movie cameras now on the 

market are designed to accept the Super-8 cartridges. 

With this format, you simply insert the cartridge in the 

camera and shoot--no spools to fumble with, no midpoint 

flip-over, etc. The Super-8 cartridges come in loads of 

50 feet (2-1/2 minute) lengths. 

A few camera manufacturers also market Super-8 

cameras that use spooled 16mm film with Super-8 perforations 

along both edges of the film (double Super-8). With these 

cameras, the film is exposed along one side, turned over, 

and then exposed along the other side. After processing. 
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the 16mm film is slit in half and spliced together in one 

continuous length. The spools come in lengths of 100, 200, 

400, and 1200 feet. When slit in half, the spools are 

twice the length.^^ 

The high popularity of Super-8 motion pictures and 

equipment is partly due to the excellent performance of 

the various film stocks now available. Their fine 

definition, high brightness, and full color saturation 

have so impressed the television industry, that many of 

its members envision a complete production system 

involving Super-8 camera originals and numerous high-quality 

duplicate prints. This approach is very appealing, but 

there are two aspects of the situation that need to be 

looked at very carefully. 

First, projection quality films that exhibit good 

contrast and color saturation (purity) are difficult to 

duplicate faithfully, even using the best processing and 

printing system available.-^^ There is a substantial 

increase in contrast in the print, causing a loss of detail 

12paul Petzold, All-In-One Movie Book (New York; 
American Photographic Book Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), 
pp. 55-59. See also Happe, Basic Motion Picture Technology, 
pp. 101-108. 

^^Rodger J. Ross, Color Film for Color Television 
(New York: Communication Arts Books, 1970), pp. 88-89. 
See also Rodger J. Ross, Television Film Engineering (New 
York.: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , 1966) , pp. 215-216. 
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in the highlight and deep shadow portions of the scene.. 

Furthermore, certain scene elements may be rendered 

darker than in the original, and some shifts in hue 

(shades) may occur. 

Second, not all laboratories at the present time 

have facilities for producing special optical effects 

(fades, wipes, dissolves, and so forth) from Super-8 

camera originals. •'•̂  The finished print is consequently 

limited to a series of abrupt scene changes, without the 

desirable embellishments seen in more professionally 

advanced production formats. 

The Processing 

Many of the 16mm processing machines can handle 

Super-8 with only minor modifications, if any. The 

chemicals do not have to be changed and processing times 

and temperature are approximately the same. There are 

several new processing machines being designed that will 

make it possible for most producers to develop their own 

camera film. 

The cost of processing Super-8mm film will depend 

on the quantity handled at one time, but will undoubtedly 

offer some savings because of the smaller size of the film, 

^^William D. Hedden, "Laboratory Approaches to Super-8 
Film Operations" (Paper presented at the SMPTE's Technical 
Conference in New York City, New York, October 6, 1970). 
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The general consensus of laboratory personnel is that a 

possible overall saving of forty per cent may become a 

reality when Super-8 film is used in quantity for 

original photography.•'•̂  

The Editing 

Editing equipment for handling single-system sound 

or silent film is beginning to appear"̂ ^ which will make 

it possible to view, edit, and splice Super-Smm film in 

a manner similar to techniques developed for 16mm film. 

This is an operation where film is given considerable 

handling, so care must be practiced in the selection of 

devices that will not scratch the film, will properly 

synchronize the sound, and will give secure and properly 

positioned splices. 

The Projector 

For displaying the finished film, it is necessary to 

have a projector that is designed to project the 24fps 

Hedden, "Laboratory Approaches," op. cit. 
See also Pistor, "Supplementary Tool," op. cit.; George A. 
Howard, "Super-8; A Producer's Viewpoint," Proceedings of 
The Symposium on Super-8 Film Production Techniques (Los 
Angeles, California, 1970), pp. 68-74. 

"The Bolex Dual Splicer" (Data release, Paillard 
Incorporated, 1900 Lower Road, Linden, New Jersey, 1972). 
See also Chuck Cyberski and Dick Neville, Super-8 Research 
News (August, 1971), p. 1. Published by KDUB-TV, P.O. Box 
1166, Dubuque, Iowa. 
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film in a manner that is compatible with the 30fps rate 

of a television system. At present, there is only 

limited field experience with Super-8 projectors adapted 

for television use. Eastman Kodak Company has the 

prototype for a projector they plan to make available 

this year.-'-' The projector will accept cartridge loads 

up to 400 feet in length and is said to be rugged in 

construction and simple to operate. The estimated list 

price for the unit is $490. 

For many years now, 16mm projectors specially 

designed for television use have been around. Their 

heavy construction provides the finest possible projection 

over many hours of dependable use. Such a projector 

will have to be developed for use with Super-Smm film. 

Up to this time, many of the stories recorded on 

Super-8 film have been projected on a screen and picked 

up with a live camera for transmission over the system. 

This yields pictures of inferior quality to those displayed 

by direct projection into the system, but has served a 

useful purpose in situations in which no other method was 

available. 

The small size of the film and picture requires 

1^"Kodak SUPERI4ATIC 60 Sound Projector" (Tentative 
data release, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, New York, 
n.d. ) . 
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closer tolerances to be observed in design and manufacture 

of all parts of the Super-8 system. The optics throughout 

the system must be of better quality than are used on much 

of the 8mm equipment that is now available and actually be 

better than optics for a 16mm system. These requirements 

contribute to increased design and development costs and 

partially explain why the full Super-8 system has not yet 

been available for the television industry to try out. 



CHAPTER IV 

MEETING SPECIFICATIONS 

FOR THE SYSTEM 

Cost reduction is a strong motivating factor when 

considering a Super-8 system.•*• The rising costs for 

performers, craft services, and equipment place a great 

emphasis on economy in the physical, comparatively stable, 

and controllable factors of television program making. 

This accounts for the interest expressed in the development 

of a complete system such as the one described previously. 

NBC, for example, consumes approximately 24 million 

feet of newsfilm per year. As a consumer of such vast 

quantities of film, NBC has been experimenting with 

Super-S as a possible alternative medium for television 

news production. 

•'-Norwood L. Simmons, "Super-8; Whither Bound?" 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-8 Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, California, 1970), pp. 2-9. 
See also Sigmund Bajak, "Super-8 for Newsfilm: A Progress 
Report" (Paper presented to the Engineering Section of the 
National Association of Broadcasters in Chicago, Illinois, 
April 7, 1970) . 

^Sheldon Nemeyer, "Network Utilization of Super-8 
Newsfilm," Journal of the SMPTE (September, 1971), 
pp. 721-722. 

^Ibid. 
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Interest expressed by the television industry has-

not gone unnoticed by camera manufacturers, and many of 

them have set out to introduce camera systems that meet 

most, if not all, the requirements the industry has set 

forth as absolutely essential if the system is to be 

considered. 

The Professional Cameras 

A review of the specifications for the desired 

camera reveals that the feature of single-system sound 

is imperative to news operations. The camera should 

also offer automatic exposure with manual override, 

cartridge load with the capacity for at least 200 feet 

of film, synchronized drive, compactness, and light 

weight. It should operate at 24fps to be compatible 

with television scanners used in this country. 

Although the technology exists today that makes 

it possible to produce magnetically pre-striped Super-S 

film, the only manufacturer of such film—Eastman Kodak 

Company—sells it only on special order and minimum 

quantities. For this reason, large camera manufacturers 

have not delved too deeply into the production of single-

system Super-8 camera systems. They feel that if they 

make a camera available, the stock that makes it 

worthwhile should also be accessible. The greatest amount 
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of activity then, with reference to a high-performance,, 

rugged, professional Super-Smm camera lies in the area 

of double-system or silent equipment. In this category, 

the double Super-8 cameras have proven to offer the 

best results in the silent or double-system format, and 

their popularity is growing as new cameras are introduced. 

There are a number of very relicible and well constructed 

cameras on the market today that accept the double 

Super-S format, and it is well worthwhile to explore 

their specifications and possibilities for use in television 

news. 

The Canon Zoom DS-S Camera 

Priced at $1,000.00 the Canon camera^ is identical 

in size, weight, and configuration to the popular Canon 

Scoopic 16mm camera. Like other double Super-8 cameras, 

it utilizes a 100-foot roll of 16mm width film with two 

rows of Super-8 perforations. This roll, when exposed 

along both edges and then split following processing, 

provides 200 feet of Super-8 film for projection. 

The camera features an exceptionally fast f/1.4 lens 

with a 7.5 to 60mm zoom range. Filming speeds of 12, 18, 

4"The canon Zoom DS-8 Camera" (Data release. Bell 
& Howell Company, 7100 McCormick ^^ad, Chicago, Illinois, 
1972). see also "The Canon Zoom DS-8 Double Super-8 
Camera," American Cinematographer (March, 1971), pp. 244 245 
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24, 36, 54fps and single-frame can be obtained. It also 

offers a highly accurate and sensitive electric eye of 

unique construction—a system completely different from 

that found in conventional movie cameras. When light 

hits the photocell, the cell diaphragm and lens diaphragm 

both adjust until a balance is obtained between the 

illumination on the photocell and the light exposing the 

film. Taken into account are such factors as film speed 

(film sensitivity), filming speed (fps), and shutter 

opening angle. 

A variable shutter control and powered rewinding 

mechanisms for fading and overlapping are also featured. 

The variable shutter control mechanism is composed of 

two shutter leaves and regulates the shutter opening 

angle from 0 to 165 degrees. Consecutive changes can be 

made by turning the "variable shutter control" lever. 

Rewinding is activated when the lever is shifted to the 

"R" position. The frame counter rotates in the reverse 

direction and the rewound frame numbers can be clearly 

seen during rewinding. Double Super-8 film is loaded 

with ease. The film loader is inserted into a guide and, 

when the shutter release button is pressed, the film is 

automatically advanced through the system toward the 

take up reel. 

The Canon Zoom DS-8 also offers electric film-drive. 
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a film speed range of ASA 10 to 320 allowing for a wide 

latitude of film sensitivities, reflex viewing with split-

image rangefinder, exposure indicator in viewfinder with 

over/under warnings, automatic frame and footage counters, 

provision for external battery box, a manual aperture 

control, cable release socket for single-frame, socket 

for electrical remote control, tape recorder activating 

socket, adjustable eyepiece with eyecups, and it accepts 

58mm screw-in filters. 

The Pathe DS8 BTL Camera 

The Pathe DS8 BTL double Super-8 camera"* is the 

refined descendant of a long line of professional equipment 

In fact, the same body and construction (except for film 

handling mechanism) is used for both the Pathe 16mm and 

double Super-8 cameras, thus making available to the 

Super-8 user a camera of professional 16mm design. A 

flexible system of optional accessories has been developed 

to cater to the needs of the most demanding cameraman. 

Probably the most important feature setting the 

Pathe DSS BTL camera apart from standard (cartridge-load) 

Super-8 cameras is its capacity to accept 100-, 200-, or 

^"Pathe DSS BTL Camera," American Cinematographer 
(March, 1971), pp. 246-247. See also Don Sutherland, 
"A 'Toy' Format Comes of Age," American Cinematographer 
(December, 1969), pp. 1170-1171. 
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400-foot rolls of film, and its ability to choose from the 

wide range of normal and special-purpose lenses available 

in the standard C-mount. Adding to this the sophisticated 

advantages of reflex viewing and a behind-the-lens exposure 

system, the Pathe camera offers a combination of most-

desired features. The basic Pathe DSS BTL double Super-S 

camera includes the following; 

1. Interchangeable lenses—A three lens turret 

accepts standard C-mount lenses and is normally furnished 

with the Angenieux 8 to 64mm f/1.9 zoom lens. A turret 

lock assures precise positioning and increased rigidity 

when long focal-length lenses are used. 

2. Reflex viewing—The through-the-lens viewfinder 

makes available a bright, parallax-free image of the scene 

actually being photographed. A thin glass pellicle 

reflects to the viewfinder 8 per cent of the light 

transmitted by the lens. This system avoids the flicker 

effect of a mirrored shutter and eliminates the need for 

special lenses required when a beam-splitting prism is 

used. Focusing is accomplished by means of a ground-glass 

spot in the middle of the image, and cross lines assist in 

proper framing. The viewfinder may be focused to accomodate 

individual variations in eyesight, with a rubber eyecup 

providing comfortable viewing. A built-in viewfinder 

shutter prevents stray light from reaching the film and 
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the mercury cell is automatically disconnected when the 

viewfinder is not used. 

3. BTL exposure control—An electric eye is 

incorporated within the body of the camera to measure the 

light actually received by the film. The film speed 

(ASA 12 to 400), filming speed (8 to SOfps), and shutter 

opening (0 to 180 degrees) are combined by a "computer" 

on the side of the camera to control a pointer visible 

in the viewfinder. By adjusting the aperture on any of 

the interchangeable lenses, the pointer is set to its 

mid-position. The system is quite accurate, with index 

lines in the viewfinder representing ±1/2 stop. 

4. Variable speeds—A continuously-variable control 

on the right side of the camera sets the running speed 

between 8 and SOfps, the latter being the highest speed 

available on any Super-S camera and providing true slow 

motion. The Sfps is useful under poor lighting conditions. 

Index marks are provided at 8, 16, 18, 24, 32, 64, and SOfps, 

and dial lock prevents accidental change. The camera 

release provides safety lock, run, continuous run, single-

frame, and time exposure. Any of the modes may be operated 

by a remote cable release. The built-in spring motor will 

operate the camera for nearly 1000 frames (40 seconds at 

24fps) without rewinding. (With the electric motor drive, 

eight 200-foot rolls may be exposed at 24fps without 
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recharging the nickel-cadmium (nicad) battery). 

5. Variable shutter—The continuously-variable 

shutter permits many in-camera effects. Locking mechanisms 

are provided at full, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, and closed settings. 

A warning buzzer sounds when the camera is run with the 

shutter fully closed. Full opening is 180 degrees, which 

gives a shutter speed of 1/48 second at 24fps. 

6. Backwind—The cartridge used in standard Super-S 

cameras inherently prevents true backwinding. Because it 

uses roll film, the Pathe camera permits making such effects 

as dissolves, supers, split-screen, etc. An eight-frame-

per-turn crank on the right side of the camera is used to 

wind the film back, with the feed spool taking up the 

excess film. (When the electric motor drive is used, the 

camera may be run either forward or in reverse). Backwind 

is possible even when external magazines are used. 

7. Automatic threading—Built-in automatic loop-

formers allow rapid threading over the feed sprocket, 

through the gate, and over the takeup sprocket. Closing 

the camera automatically retracts the threading mechanism. 

The intermittent pull-down claw is located in the standard 

Super-8 position and is designed to provide a smooth, 

straight-line motion. 

8. Film indicators—Three film-motion indicators 

are provided; 
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a. A window which shows red when the camera is 

fully loaded with film, and gradually turns 

white as the film is run. 

b. A footage counter calibrated in both feet 

and meters. One-foot divisions are provided, 

numbered every five feet. 

c. A frame counter numbered every five frames 

to 100 and repeat. 

The Pathe DSS BTL double Super-S camera is obviously 

a well thought out design, from the basic body with its 

heat reflective finish, flat base, and low center of 

gravity, to the many accessories which enable almost any 

photographic situation to be met. Price data is unavailable 

The Elmo C-300 Double Super-S Camera 

The Elmo C-300 double Super-8 camera" is a versatile, 

high-precision instrument designed to achieve the most 

professional results from the Super-S format. 

Its most unusual characteristic, and one that is 

truly unique, is the option for using interchangeable 

backs that make the camera adaptable to four different 

formats. In addition to its 100-foot roll double Super-S 

magazine, the Elmo C-300 also accepts Super-8, Regular 8, 

^"Elmo C-300 Double Super-S Camera" (Data release, 
E. Elmo Co., Ltd., Nagoya 467, Japan, 1971). 
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and single-S films for use with optional backs. 

The Elmo C-300 is compact and relatively light 

weight. It is not as sophisticated as the Canon or Pathe 

double Super-S cameras and does not offer a comparable 

range of versatility. But it is well constructed and 

simple to operate. It exhibits an electric zoom lens 

(f/1.8, 9mm to 36mm) and has a built-in battery tester. 

An automatic through-the-lens metering system controls 

exposure, but a manual control makes it possible to 

override this automatic feature. An f-stop indicator is 

clearly visible in the viewfinder so that the filmmaker 

may know at all times what the aperture the "computer" of 

the camera has selected for exposing the scene. The 

camera also features reverse filming capability. It 

contains an extremely quiet motor and filming speed 

capability of 18 and 24fps, as well as single-frame. It 

does not allow for slow motion filming. 

Advantages and Disadvantages 

of a Double Super-S System 

The great advantage of the double Super-8 format 

is increased film capacity. However, for professional 

use, particularly in the area of news-filming, the process 

of splitting the film after developing may take a 

longer period of time than most news personnel would be 
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willing to spend. Also, such a process involves equipment 

that is not only highly sophisticated, but expensive. In 

fact, double Super-S, in the long run, may be as expensive 

as 16mm if not more so.^ The time and expense may not be 

worth the increased film capacity to newsteams. 

Another advantage of the double Super-S format is 

that since, without exception, all the double Super-S 

cameras now on the market are actually highly sophisticated 

16mm cameras that have been adapted to the smaller format, 

a great number of accessories suitable for professional 

filming are available.° 

A disadvantage, however, lies in the fact that all 

the cameras thus far developed accepting the double Super-S 

format, rely on the double-system method of recording. 

Double Super-S has not yet been pre-striped for sound-on-

film recording the way that regular 16mm has been. The 

cameraman will therefore still have to carry some sort 

of recording device, usually a cartridge or casette tape 

recorder. Although usable, this is not ideal, since the 

purpose is to make the cameraman as mobile and unhampered 

^"The 'What?' and 'Why?' of Double Super-8," /jiierican 
Cinematographer (March, 1971), pp. 243 and 283. See also 
Allen F. Hilliard and Harold V. Wray, "Design Considerations 
of Specialized Super-8 Printing Equipment," Journal of the 
SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 166-169. 

^"'What?'and 'Why?'," pp. 243 and 283. 
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as possible, and the more equipment he has to carry with 

him, the less mobile he will be. 

There is one system on the market today that seems 

to meet most of the specifications of the television 

industry for a single-system sound Super-8 camera outfit. 

The system was developed by engineers of the Williamson 

Camera Company of Northridge, California. 

A Single-System Professional 

Super-S Camera 

Wilcam (for Williamson Camera Company) has been the 

first manufacturer to present an acceptable single-system 

Super-S sound camera. To date, no other camera manufacturer 

has tried to develop such a system for actual marketing 

possibilities. The reason for this may be that it is felt 

Super-8 is still in the experimental stages and the market 

for Super-S equipment is not large enough in the 

professional field to warrant a large manufacturer making 

such a piece of equipment. However, the demand should be 

adequate for a small company to modify an existing Super-S 

camera for single-system sound filming. This is exactly 

what Wilcam set out to do and accomplished successfully. 

The Wilcam Super-S SOF Camera 

The Wilcam Super-S Sound-On-Film (SOF) camera system 

utilizes a modified Minolta D-10 Super-S movie camera 
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adapted to accept a standard 200-foot film magazine.^ 

The film magazine can be changed if larger loads of film 

are needed. 

The camera drive motor is designed to run at 24fps. 

The shutter is of the rotary kind with a 165 degree opening, 

It can be closed manually to zero while the camera is 

running or stills There is a visual indication of the 

shutter opening in the viewfinder. The f/1.8, 7 to 70mm 

zoom lens has five speeds of power control from 2 to 12 

seconds with a manual override. 

Because the standard Minolta used was designed to 

take the Eastman Kodak 50-foot cartridge load, the 

compartment was modified to take the sprockets required 

for magazine loading, the record and monitor sound heads, 

the sound drum, and a pressure plate to replace the one 

normally part of the cartridge. A serious difficulty 

in obtaining really sharp results with Super-S film has 

been the variation in pressure plates from one cartridge 

to another. Since an integral pressure plate is now 

9"Super-8 Sound On Film Camera" (Data release, 
Williamson Camera Company, 8619 Yolanda Avenue, Northridge, 
California, 1972). See also Chuck Cyberski and Dick Neville, 
Super-S Research News (September, 1971), p. 1. Published 
by KDUB-TV, P.O. Box 1166, Dubuque, Iowa; Geoff Williamson, 
"Williamson's Wilcam Super-S Single System Sound Camera," 
American Cinematographer (April, 1971), pp. 350-351? 
Charles Cyberski, "Super-S is ComingI" Broadcast Management/ 
Engineering (April, 1972), pp. 42-46. 
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fitted to the camera, this problem has been overcome. 

The sound track can be heard about 1/10 second after 

it has been recorded. The amplifier supplied is an 

automatic-gain unit. The largest diameter of the microphone 

is one and one-half inches and overall length is eight 

inches. There is a speech/music switch and a monitor 

selector switch for monitoring the film sound track or 

amplifier output. A meter is fitted for checking record 

level. This also serves as a bias check, which indicates 

the state of the amplifier batteries. Another switch 

also indicates the state of the camera-drive motor 

batteries housed in the same amplifier. The reference 

point in the meter is the same in all cases. 

The amplifier takes a ±12 volt supply and uses two 

Mallory TR 289 batteries. Battery life is over 100 hours. 

The camera batteries are eight C-cells. Rechargeable 

nickel cadmium (nicad) batteries are normally supplied 

and one charge will run five or six 200-foot loads of film. 

There is a built-in charger for 115 volts of alternating 

current (VAC) that will charge nicads in 12 hours. The 

nicad batteries are easily removable and can be replaced 

with C-cells for emergency use. The total size of the 

amplifier battery pack is five inches by six and one-half 

inches by one and three-fourths inches and is designed 

to fit into a coat pocket, a feature particularly desirable 
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for efficient battery performance in sub-freezing 

temperatures• 

The complete camera system including camera, one 

200-foot magazine, amplifier, microphone, headphones, and 

nicad batteries will sell for approximately $3,300.00. 

This system has proven to be useful in news 

production. NBC and CBS have both purchased a camera for 

what they term "experimenting" with Super-S, in order to 

determine what changes, if any, need to be made and what 

uses the Super-S system can be put to in television news. 

Station KARD-TV in Wichita, Kansas, has begun to use the 

system for coverage of newsworthy events for their 

locally originated news programming.-^" 

^^Sheldon Nemeyer, "Super-8 Report #12," NBC 
Interdepartmental Correspondence, dated 5 January 1972 
(Typewritten). See also sneioon Nemeyer, "Network 
Utilization of Super-8 Newsfilm," Journal of the SIIPTE 
(September, 1971), pp. 721-722; Dick Neville, "Television 
Newsfilm Problems," Journal of the SMPTE (March, 1971), 
pp. 159-160; Super-S 'Escape' in Kansas," Television/ 
Radio Age (May 1, 1972), p. 40. 



CHAPTER V 

ADOPTION OF SUPER-S 

In motion pictures, we stand at the 
threshold of a development of a magnitude 
that comes along only about once a business 
generation. I am speaking, of course, of 
the advent of Super-8 film systems.^ 

The introduction of Super-8 presented a format upon 

which a system could be developed. A system of information 

transfer that would be low cost, easily accessible, high 

in quality, and extremely portable. 

An effective communications system, however, requires 

more than specifying a new height and width of a film 

image. The many hardware components used in the system--

the cameras, processors, printers, cartridges, and other 

equipment--all must be effective, compatible, and capable 

of producing the desired quality at the lowest possible 

cost. At the same time, the writers, artists, producers, 

directors, and others who might be categorized as the 

software of a communications system—all of these people 

must establish the new guidelines, the ideas, and creative 

techniques to permit full and effective use of the new 

•̂ •Gerald B. Zornow, "The $1000-A-Minute Complex" 
(Paper presented to the 21st Calvin Workshop in Kansas 
City, Missouri, February 6, 1969). 

58 
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format. 

Manufacturers and motion picture laboratories 

developed the new equipment needed for printing and 

processing the small format films.^ Concurrently, more 

reliable projection equipment was created to permit 

more effective presentation of Super-S programs."̂  The 

educational and industrial communications people took a 

new look at the goals and objectives which could be 

achieved with the new format. The conclusion drawn is 

that with standardization, Super-S promises to provide a 

•̂ See for instance William D- Hedden, "Laboratory 
Approaches to Super-8 Film Operations" (Paper presented 
at the SMPTE's Technical Conference in New York City, New 
York, October 6, 1970). See also Allen F. Hilliard and 
Harold V. Wray, "Design Considerations of Specialized 
Super-S Printing Equipment," Journal of the SMPTE 
(March, 1971), pp. 166-169. 

See for instance Ernst Wildi, "Projection With 
Automatic Cartridge Change," Journal of the SMPTE 
(March, 1971), pp. 169-172. See also Nat C. Myers, Jr., 
"New Double-System Super-S Film-and-Sound Cartridge," 
Journal of the SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 173-174; Norwood L 
Simmons, Joseph L. Boon, and Richard C. Gearhart, "Super-8 
Film for Color Television Display" (Paper presented at the 
SMPTE's Technical Conference in New York City, New York, 
October 6, 1970). 

^Garry Margolis, Rick Holmes, and Ramsey Gwynne, 
"Super-S in the Teaching of Film Production," Journal of 
the SMPTE (September, 1971), pp. 728-730. See also 
"Programming Power to the People," Broadcasting (May 8, 
1972), pp. 54-55; Dieter K. Noack, "Super-8 Release 
Prints with Optical Sound for a Training Program" (Paper 
presented at the SMPTE's Technical Conference in New York 
City, New York, October 6, 1970). 
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means for world-wide distribution of informational and 

educational visual material in volume far beyond anything 

that has ever been known. 

The Push for Standardization 

Standardization is the establishing by authority, 

custom, or general consent of a rule or model to be 

followed.^ In its broadest sense, standardization 

permeates most fields of human activity. Its main use 

for our concern, however, will be with reference to the 

standards concerning Super-S film and equipment. 

The Smm width has been around for forty years now 

as an amateur film." About fifteen years ago, Smm began 

to be talked about seriously as a professional film for 

motion picture print distribution.^ 

Such talk made sense. For mass distribution, the 

lighter weight and lesser bulk would be important. Then, 

in 1965, just as the Smm release printing market was 

getting started, Kodak announced the introduction of 

^Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary, 7th 
rev. ed"; (1969) . 

^Leendert Drukker, "The Slow, Sure Triumphs of Smm," 
Popular Photography (July, 1962), pp. 114-118. 

^Kenneth B. Curtis and William D- Hedden, "A High 
Speed Continuous 16mm to Smm Reduction Printer," Journal 
of the SMPTE (August, 1961), pp. 624-627. 
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the Super-S format. At that time, the Smm home market 

was beginning to fall behind and needed a new product to 

revive interest and sales. The Super-S film, along with 

the new cameras and projectors, accomplished this. In 

the professional Smm field, however, it had the reverse 

effect. Most potential users chose to wait and see what 

Super-S would be like, and what equipment would become 

available in the new format. 

They didn't have to wait long. Projectors, casettes, 

cartridges, magnetic sound, optical sound,and a great 

variety of other forms and methods of exposing and 

projecting Super-S appeared. Among all this equipment, 

however, not one company's equipment could be used with 

any other company's equipment. As a result, the television 

and professional film production industries turned away in 

confusion and disappointment. 
The call for standards was sounded early in the life 

10 
of Super-S, but no one seemed to be paying much attention. 

Manufacturers were too busy cashing in on the profits from 

^Don Sutherland, "A 'Toy' Format Comes of Age," 
American Cinematographer (December, 1969), pp. 1170-1171. 

^George A. Howard, "Super-S: A Producer's Viewpoint," 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Suyer-S Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, Calitornia,1910), pp. 68-74. 

lOlbid. 
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sales of Super-8 equipment to the vast amateur market. 

We in America are well aware of those 
benefits of economy and quality that stem from 
modern mass-production methods. We sometimes 
forget, however, that you can't support mass 
production without its twin—mass-marketing.^1 

In the case of Super-8, mass marketing seems to 

have caused an unwanted effect: that of incompatibility 

between different types of Super-Smm equipment. 

The biggest problem to date has been with the 

diversified projection equipment. Until April, 1972, 

there had been no guidelines as to Super-Smm sound.^^ 

The controversy about the relative merits of optical and 

magnetic sound plagued the industry since Super-S was 

introduced.^-^ Both 16mm and 35mm film offer possibilities 

for sound either optically or magnetically. For these 

two formats it was not difficult to arrive at a standard, 

since their use was relatively confined to a small group 

^%orwood L. Simmons, "Super-S: Whither Bound?" 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-S Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, California, 1970) , pp. 2-9. 

12 
Adoption of standard reported by Chuck Cyberski 

and Dick Neville in Super-8 Research News (April, 1972), 
p. 1. Published by KDUB-TV, P.O. Box 1166, Dubuque, Iowa. 

See for instance Hilliard and Wray, "Design 
Considerations," pp. 166-169; Hedden "Laboratory Approaches," 
p. 2; Edgar A. Schuller and John Arvonio, "Parameters for 
Super-S Optical Sound," Proceedings of the Symposium on 
Super-S Film Production Techniques (Los Angeles, California, super-a Fiim proau 
1970), pp. 19-27. 
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of people—the professional filmmakers. Super-S however, 

was designed as a consumer product and, once its popularity 

was established by high sales, many manufacturers decided 

to "get on the Super-S bandwagon. "^^ Within a short 

period of time, nearly every major manufacturer of motion 

picture equipment in the United States and abroad was 

marketing Super-S in a variety of containers (casettes, 

cartridges, spools) for use with an assortment of cameras 

and projection equipment.^^ 

An agreement could not be reached as to the sound 

format, however. Proponents of the optical system (in 

which the sound is in the form of photographic modulations 

visible on one edge of the film) argued that it would be 

less expensive to reproduce optical than magnetic sound. 

Those who had an interest in magnetic sound (in which the 

sound is recorded on a magnetic "stripe" on one edge of 

the film) indicated that the quality obtained with 

magnetic sound was superior to that attainable with optical. 

Because a standard could not be agreed upon, processing 

laboratories that were interested in serving the professional 

^^Rolad J. Zavada, "The Standardization of the Super-S 
System," Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-8 Film 
Production Techniques (Los Angeles, California,1970), pp. 75-92 

^^Ibid. See also "The 'Super' Super-8 Equipment," 
American Cinematographer (December, 1969), pp. 1189-1212. 
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user had to provide both magnetic and optical sound 

reproducing facilities. But their problems did not end 

there for, besides having no standard for sound, there 

was no standard on the position of the sound track with 

relation to the image. 

When projecting a sound film, there is a separation 

between the light source that illuminates the film for 

projection and the sound head where the sound is picked 

up. It is customary to designate this relationship by 

determining the number of frames that separate the sound 

from the image. If the sound head is placed 22 frames 

distance before the light source, there is said to be a 

minus (-) 22 frame sound retard. If, on the other hand, 

the sound head is placed 22 frames distance past the 

light source, there is said to be a plus (+) 22 frame 

sound advance. •'-° 

This consideration is very important when shooting 

sound film, for if the correct amount of frame separation 

between the image and the sound is not used, there will 

be no synchronization of the sound and image- It is also 

essential to know what the image to sound separation is 

on the projector in which the film will be run. 

^^L. Bernard Happe, Basic Motion Picture Technology 
(New York: Communication Arts Books,1971); PP- 146-178 
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The dollar volume return to the laboratory 
doesn t yet begin to cover the investment required 
or even cover operating costs. Part of the 

R^^ ^^^^i°'' ^ ° ^ ̂ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ variety of demands in 
Smm printing. Not only do we have Super-8 and 
regular 8mm, we also have magnetic and/or optical 
sound. And, although the optical track people 
are together on a 22 frame advance for the sound, 
the magnetic sound projectors presently on the 
market range from an advance of 125 frames to a 
sound retard of 140 frames. Beyond this confusion, 
there s the additional choice to be made in 
mounting the print. Does it go on a reel, in a 
continuous run cartridge, or in a casette—and 
which cartridge? Which casette? Each cartridge 
and casette is different from all the others.!' 

The first successful silent Smm projector cartridge 

was introduced by Technicolor in 1962.^^ Fairchild soon 

followed with the first successful magnetic sound 

19 cartridge. Both have subsequently been modified to the 

Super-S format. Since then, a multiplicity of cartridge 

systems has reached the market: Technicolor introduced 

their photographic (optical) sound cartridges, Eastman 

Kodak introduced a reel-rewind cartridge, Paillard 

proposed the EP (Easy Projection) cartridge and used it 

with their Multimatic Stack Loading Projector, and Bell & 

17 
G. Carleton Hunt, "Lack of Standardization on 

Hardware in Super-S," Proceedings of the Symposium on 
Super-8 Film Production Techniques (Los Angeles, 
California, 1970), pp. 31-35. 

-'-̂ Drukker, "Triumphs of Smm," pp. 114-118. 

^^Ibid. 
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Howell also introduced a cartridge to be used with their 

own projectors.20 

Basically, there are two projector cartridge concepts: 

endless- (or continuous) loop, and reel-rewind cartridges. 

For example, the Technicolor and Fairchild cartridges are 

endless-loop systems. The Eastman Kodak, Paillard, and 

Bell & Howell are reel-rewind systems requiring a take-up 

on the projector and automatic rewind. •'- Mechanically, 

it should be obvious that the two systems and the variety 

of cartridge makes are not interchangeable. Significantly, 

no one form of Super-8 sound film within the cartridges 

is compatible. Technicolor is using an optical sound 

system while most others are using magnetic, but the 

complexity does not end there. 

The magnetic sound-on-film used in the cartridge is 

not compatible. The picture-to-sound separation of 

Fairchild's is at minus 28, Eastman Kodak's at plus 18, and 

22 
Paillard's at minus 125. 

We must not imply that being different 
is a sin—often it is American industries' virtue. 
A multiplicity of technological approaches 

^^"Super-S Equipment," pp. 1189-1212 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 
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indicates response to satisfy customer needs— 
often unique and specific—and offers the 
marketplace the opportunity for selection.23 

In 1969, Eastman Kodak Company and Fairchild, of 

the United States, and Eumig, of Austria, met and agreed to 

produce all of their 1970 Super-8 film projectors 

employing the sound format of plus 18 frame advance for 

magnetic sound striped on the edge opposite the sprocket. 

This was a significant step toward the standardization of 

Super-S sound, for it marked the first time that a 

standard had been voluntarily agreed upon by manufacturers. 

In April of 1972, the American National Standards 

Institute and the Society of Motion Picture and Television 

Engineers approved the plus 18 magnetic sound on the side 
.25 

opposite the sprocket as the standard for Super-8 sound. 

After years of disagreement as to which was the best 

format—optical or magnetic—the decision was reached that 

magnetic would provide the highest fidelity of sound as 

well as being the most convenient form for Super-8 sound 

•̂̂ Zavada, "Standardization," pp. 75-92. 

24,,̂  Thrust Toward Standardization of Super-S 
Projection," American Cinematographer (December, 1969), 
pp. 1184-1185. 

25 Cyberski and Neville, Research News, p. 1. 
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filming. The question of convenience relates particularly 

to the amateur Super-8 user. The consensus was that 

the home user of Super-S equipment would want to record 

and re-record sounds for his Super-S films, and optical 

sound would not allow that possibility. Once the sound 

was photographically imprinted on the film, it could not 

be erased. With Super-S magnetically striped film, however, 

the amateur could simply re-record over the sound on the 

magnetic stripe. For news work, this is also a convenience. 

As the system specified by the television industry requires 

single-system sound, the implications were that it would 

have to be magnetic, since there is no way of optically 

imprinting sound while shooting a sequence. The printing 

of the sound is done following processing. 



CHAPTER VI 

LANDMARKS IN THE USE 

OF SUPER-S 

The first network news use of Super-S was on 

November of 1965 when NBC News, originating in New York 

City, carried a segment on the rescue of survivors from 

the burning yacht "Yarmouth Castle."^ Ever since then, 

NBC has led the other networks (ABC and CBS) in the use 

of Super-S, in actual broadcasts,and in experimentation 

with the format as a possible alternative for television 

news coverage. 

The first tests of Super-S for newsfilm by NBC 

were accomplished with a Pathe double Super-S camera. 

The same sequence was shot simultaneously with a 16mm 

camera, and the results were compared. It was found 

that Super-S did not deliver the quality that 16mm did, 

but that it was usable for news work. 

^Sheldon Nemeyer, "Network Utilization of Super-S 
Newsfilm," Journal of the SMPTE (September, 1971), 
pp. 721-722. See also Dick Neville, "Television 
Newsfilm Problems," Journal of the SMPTE (March, 1971), 
pp. 159-160; Sigmund Bajak,"Super-8 for Newsfilm: 
A Progress Report" (Paper presented to the Engineering 
Section of the National Association of Broadcasters in 
Chicago, Illinois, April 7, 1970). 
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When the Wilcam Super-8 sound camera became available, 

NBC ordered one, and also began simultaneous testing with 

a silent Minolta D-10 (on which the Wilcam camera is 

based). In a test period running from January 14, 1971, 

to February 2, 1971, thirteen stories were filmed, and six 

of these were used on the local "6th Hour News" in New 

York City. At the 1971 National Association of Broadcasters 

convention in Chicago, Jim Kitchell, General Manager of 

NBC News Services, indicated he felt the time for Super-S 

had come, and that broadcast managers now need to take 

the initiative. 

An interesting use of Super-S by NBC was on a Bill 

Cosby Special. "As I See It" was a news program which 

used Super-S film stories shot by children throughout the 

country.3 They used Kodachrome II, the type of film 

used by most amateurs, developed by Eastman Kodak. 

Another program, in the "First Tuesday" series, presented 

sequences shot by prisoners of a state penitentiary. 

In both instances, the film was shot at ISfps, the filming 

speed usually employed by amateurs. The sequences had to 

be run on a variable speed projector as they were transferred 

to videotape. 

^Nemeyer, "Network Utilization," pp. 721-722 

•̂ Bajak, "Super-S for Newsfilm." 
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An NBC affiliate, KARD-TV in Wichita, Kansas, has 

made a partial changeover to Super-S.^ KARD-TV is the 

anchor station for the Kansas State Network, which 

includes stations KCKT-TV in South Bend, KGLD-TV in 

Garden City, and KOMC-TV in Oberlin. All four stations 

are using Super-S for coverage of local news, and the 

results have been good enough that KARD-TV is planning 

a half-hour color-and-sound documentary, all recorded 

on Super-S. The camera they are using is the modified 

Minolta D-10 available from Wilcam. 

Visual Dynamics Incorporated, a film production 

firm in Aurora, Colorado, specializing in Super-S 

production techniques, has been making television 

commercials completely prepared with Super-8 equipment. 

They contend that their customers, when approaching them 

for information, are mostly interested in the cost 

saving aspect of Super-S production. The savings 

incurred by producing commercials in Super-S are said to 

leave the advertisers with more money to spend in air time 

Eastman Kodak is supplying a special fine grain Super-Smm 

^"Super-S 'Escape' in Kansas," Television/Radio Age 
(May 1, 1972), p. 40. 

^Charles Cyberski and Dick Neville, Super-S Research 
News (August, 1971), p. 1. Published by KDUB-TV, 
P.O. Box 1166, Dubuque, Iowa. 
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film under special agreement. 

Super-Smm is changing the face of an entire 
industry and we are now able to offer. . . 
the only service of its kind in the world.^ 

Breakthrough in Existing 

Super-S Technology 

Richard Leacock, one of the world's foremost 

documentary filmmakers ("The Children Were Watching," 

"Primary," "Happy Mother's Day"), is teaching at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge, and 

for a year has been working on a project that "promises 

to revolutionize filmmaking."^ He has designed the 

prototype for a Super-Smm film system based on a Nizo 56S 

camera and a Sony casette tape recorder. The system, 

which includes a camera-recorder pair, an editing table, 

a sound transfer machine, and an interlock projector, 

will sell for approximately $5,000.00.^ 

In order to keep costs down, Leacock decided to 

avoid custom design, using instead modifications of 

standard equipment. The camera is a Nizo running at 24fps 

^Cyberski and Neville, Research News, p. 1. 

"̂ Bill Henderson, "Hip Pocket Movie Machine," 
Boston After Dark (February 22, 1972), p. 1. See also 
"Programming Power to the People," Broadcasting (May S, 
1972), pp. 54-55. 

^Cyberski and Neville, Research News, p. 1. 
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and "blimped" for silence. The recorder is a portable 

Sony casette model (stereo) modified so that one track 

records a synchronizing tone produced by a tone generator 

A hand microphone unit allows the sound man to check for 

over-modulation, adjust his level, filter out wind, and 

control an electronic slating device—all with one hand. 

As in 16mm and 35mm, original sound is transferred 

to sprocketed magnetic film. But since Super-S is the 

same size as quarter-inch recording tape, a modified 

Tandberg II tape deck without sprocket drive can be used 

for re-recording. In this stage the sprockets merely 

help maintain synchronization. 

The Tandberg II transfer deck,for conversion of 

casette to full striped Super-S size magnetic tape 

(with or without perforations), is also used for playback 

with double-system projector in excellent synchronization. 

There is less than one frame lost in five minutes. It 

can also be used as field recorder where greater audio 

J 9 response is required. 

The film is processed by Kodak and, on its return. 

^Richard Leacock, Al Mecklenberg, and Jon Rosenfeld 
(Untitled paper presented at the SMPTE Conference in New 
York City, New York, May 1, 1972). See also Hy Shaffer, 
"MIT-Leacock Super-S Double System Sync Sound" (Data 
release, Hamton Engineering Associates, Inc., 735 Providence 
Highway, Norwood, Massachusetts, 1972). 
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matching rolls of picture and sound can be edited on the 

motorized editing unit. Kodak does not edge-number 

Super-S stock. Since without edge-numbers matching from 

a workprint to a negative would be next to impossible, 

Leacock and his students cut and splice their original 

film. The spliced (edited) original is then used for 

projection purposes. Kodak anticipates edge-numbering 

Super-S film stock beginning in 1973, thus clean prints 

can be made from the edited original. 

Once the editing is complete, the film can be 

projected in interlock, televised, transferred to 

videotape, blown up into 16mm, or made into Super-8 

prints with magnetic-stripe sound tracks. 

At the moment, the system is being used by students 

in Leacock's classes, and it is hoped that the component 

parts will all be ready for market in early 1973.^^ 

Meanwhile, Leacock has plans for a program of fellowships 

to student filmmakers in colleges and universities that 

offer filmmaking courses, with the grant awarded being 

12 the system itself. 

^^Henderson, "Movie Machine," p. 1. 

•̂ •'•Shaffer, "MIT-Leacock" (Data release) . 

^2"Programming Power," pp. 54-55; Henderson, 
"Movie Machine," p. 1« 



CHAPTER VII 

SUPER-8 FOR NEWSFILM 

Film has been around for a long time. The television 

industry is one of the major consumers of motion picture 

film, particularly in the areas of information and news 

programming. This is so for a number of reasons, but the 

prime one is that film and filming equipment are more 

portable than their electronic counterparts. Less equipment 

is required to produce a high-quality image, which, means 

motion picture cameras can go anywhere with ease, from the 

jungles of Southeast Asia to the interior of a Washington 

office. 

Super-S film, though the newest of the film formats, 

is steadily gaining in importance as a television production 

tool, particularly in the area of television news, where 

portability of equipment and high-quality performance are 

an absolute necessity. The state of the art has advanced 

so rapidly in the seven years since the introduction of 

Super-S that its professionalism can no longer be doubted. 

^Sheldon Nemeyer, "Network Utilization of Super-S 
Newsfilm," Journal of the SMPTE (September, 1971), 
pp. 721-722; Dick Neville, •̂ Television Newsfilm Problems, 
Journal of the SMPTE (March, 1971), pp. 159-160. 
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In terms of being willing to use a 
miniaturized film system, there are indications 
that an ever-growing segment of the public is 
already predisposed to treat Super-S as a 
professional format. Indeed the public may be 
ahead of us engineers and suppliers in discovering 
wholly new uses for Super-S.2 

It would be worthwhile, then, to examine what are 

the benefits to be gained by the television industry if 

Super-8 is adopted for news production. 

Advantages of Super-8 

One of the most important advantages that Super-8 

has to offer, and which is usually overlooked, is that it 

belongs to a tried and tested system—film—a format that 

has proven itself in all aspects of television production, 

whether news, entertainment, or education. 

Because of world-wide standardization, the same 

piece of film can be used anywhere, without compatibility 

problems. Super-Smm film can be used with any Super-S 

camera to obtain excellent quality images. 

Super-S cameras and equipment are highly portcible 

and light-weight, and can be taken anywhere without 

problems in the availability of electric power, since most 

of the equipment can be run on batteries. Because of its 

portability, a news crew can consist of no more than one 

Norwood L. Simmons, "Super-8; Whither Bound?" 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Super-S Film Production 
Techniques (Los Angeles, California, 1970), pp. 2-9. 
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person. 

Super-S cameras are always ready for immediate action— 

no warm up time is required. They can capture scenes under 

very difficult conditions, such as when lighting is limited. 

And the quality of the images, even under prohibitive 

conditions, is paramount. 

The equipment for Super-8 photography is simple to 

operate and with fewer components, but the images obtained 

are as high in quality as those obtained with the more 

elaborate outfits. 

The capital expenditure for Super-8 equipment is 

initially considerably lower than with the other formats. 

Also, one need only obtain one camera for both black-and-

white and color photography. Only the medium—film—changes. 

Super-Smm equipment is rugged and dependable, since 

it was first designed for the home consumer market and 

will provide many years of reliable service. 

Because of its small size, storage is easy to 

accomplish, and postage and handling charges are lower than 

for the other formats. Also, savings can be incurred in 

processing chemicals and film stock. (In terms of cost-per-

minute: One 100-foot spool of 16mm with a running time of 

2:45 minutes will cost $7.80, or approximately $2.83 per 

minute; one 50-foot cartridge of Super-S with a running 

time of 2:30 minutes will cost $2.60 or approximately 
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$1.04 per minute; and one 100-foot spool of double Super-S 

with a running time of 10 minutes will cost $8.10, or 

approximately $0.81 per minute).^ 

But it would be a mistake to think of Super-S simply 

as a way to achieve economies which are not presently 

possible with other formats. It is equally or even more 

important to bear in mind that Super-S may well open the 

way to a new, exciting type of television programming, 

which might, in turn, be a key to a new concept of 

communication. This is so because new equipment in film 

technology leads to different ways of seeing with film 

and new perceptions of how film can be used. 

Most people have, at some time or another, been 

involved with Super-S film, either exposing the film 

themselves, or participating in filmmaking with friends 

or family. Many colleges and universities offer degrees 

in filmmaking through departments of communications and/or 

theater. High schools, also, have become centers of 

instruction in film technology and art.^ All this activity 

"̂ Charles Cyberski and Dick Neville, Super-8 Research 
News (February, 1972), p. 1. Published by KDUB-TV, 
P.O. Box 1166, Dubuque, Iowa. 

^Garry Margolis, Rick Holmes, and Ramsey Gwynne, 
"Super-S in the Teaching of Film Production," Journal of 
the SMPTE (September, 1971), pp. 728-730. See also, 
"Programming Power to the People," Broadcasting (May 8, 
1972), pp. 54-55. 
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in film education has produced a generation of young 

people who are familiar with the tools of the filmmaker. 

A station equipped for Super-S would have at its 

disposal the largest news staff available—the community 

it serves. High school or college filmmaking classes 

can act as sources of programming for television stations 

serving a particular area. This will result in a greater 

amount of involvement by the television stations in the 

local interests and problems, as well as a truer form of 

service in the "public convenience, interest, or necessity."^ 

^Giraud Chester, Garnet R. Garrison, and Edgar E. 
Willis, Television and Radi(3 (3rd ed.; New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, ii>o •>) , p. 67. 



CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

Highly mobile, simpler to use, less expensive, 

Super-8 film is in the future of television news. In 

years to come, local television stations will find their 

regular programming challenged by the multiple choices 

cable television (CATV) will offer viewers, and by what 

viewers will be able to play over their own sets with 

home cartridge players. This will lead to increased 

emphasis on locally originated television news. 

Improvements in television news are expensive, and lower 

costs is one of the bigger factors in the move toward 

Super-S film. 

Using Super-S in news photography will lead to an 

entirely new world of newsfilm sources. Because of the 

low cost of basic Super-S cameras, a station will easily 

be able to afford to equip its entire news staff, or 

possibly even all personnel, with cameras for on-the-spot 

coverage. Although not all of these people would 

necessarily be trained photographers, the important footage 

would still be available in critical situations, and 

automation of cameras and cartridges would make most 

exposed footage usable. 

SO 
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Though news departments may be the first to bring 

Super-Smm film through the door, the small format has 

advantages of interest to all aspects of broadcasting. 

In addition to the economy, lighter cameras, and faster 

processing time that Super-S brings to news operations, 

it also has potential savings and conveniences for sales, 

engineering, and programming. Super-8 television 

commercials can cut production costs, making television 

advertising more attractive. Spot films can be contained 

in Super-S continuous loop cartridges and run as easily 

as audio cartridges—greatly reducing film handling, 

threading,and cleaning requirements. 

Through reduction printing processes, high quality 

prints of feature films are possible in Super-8. Shipping 

and handling costs of the Super-S program films would be 

reduced to practically 25 per cent of the present 16mm 

shipping and handling costs. But the impact of Super-8 

in television news program production will encompass more 

than economics. 

The scope and content of news programming will change 

as the small format gains acceptance as a news medium. 

Items that were once thought too expensive to shoot in 16mm, 

will become predominant in news programs. The "slice of 

life" actualities will gain in importance as amateurs send 

in film they have shot for inclusion on broadcasts. 
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With the accuracy of the Super-S cameras and the amateur 

filmmaker's knowledge of his equipment and subjects, the 

sequences will be usable and even sought after by television 

news. 

Not only for first run items will Super-S serve a 

purpose in television news. Because of the low cost and 

widespread use in the consumer market, television stations 

will be able to prepare weekly or monthly news "wrap-ups" 

completely in Super-S. Such a practice may be the 

harbinger of "living magazines" on film, much like the 

present Time and Newsweek are on paper. 

Documentary and educational or instructional 

programs can also be prepared in Super-S and sold to 

the home consumer. A program that is particularly popular 

with the audience can be prepared on Super-S and sold in 

the same way as paperback books. In fact, the comparison 

to paperbacks is not far out, since Super-8 may, in the 

future, serve the same purpose. That is, Super-8 will 

bring into the hands of the many, high-quality productions 

at a low price to be enjoyed at leisure. 

New television stations will probably benefit the 

most from Super-S. As Super-8 equipment is lower in cost 

initially, station owners will find it ideally suited for 

a station just beginning program production. It could 

then make use of the footage supplied by film clubs and 
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school filmmaking courses more readily and, usually, at 

no cost. Using the films of members of the community 

will be an asset, as people will be more inclined to 

watch the station on which they and their friends appear. 

In underdeveloped nations, where television is 

just beginning to take a foothold, Super-S will be the 

ideal medium for all filming needs. Because of its 

simplicity of operation and low cost, as well as its 

complete portability, Super-Smm equipment can be taken 

anywhere, and film crews will be sent to widely disparate 

parts of the country to obtain filmed reports for 

telecasts. This will increase the amount of information 

exchange in countries where many cultures, races, sects, 

and other groups of people co-exist without really 

integrating as one society or one nation. 

The many uses that Super-S can be put to are over

shadowed by the effects it will have on the users. It is 

to be expected that the television industry realize the 

potential impact of the miniature format and accept it as 

the answer to the challenge of the future. 
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CONCEPTUAL AND OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS^ 

-A-

ABC.—American Broadcasting Corporation. 

Aberration.—Defect in the rendition of a lens due 

to non-convergence of light rays in the focus and producing 

in the image a loss of definition and of likeness to the 

original subject. 

Advance.—The separation between a point on the sound 

track of a film and the corresponding picture image. 

Amplifier.—The instrument used to strengthen an 

electronic signal. 

Aperture.—Effective size of the lens opening through 

which light passes to the film. (Also known as stop, f-stop, 

f-number). 

ASA.—American Standards Association, especially their 

^Sources include; William A. Gleason, ed. , A Glossary 
of Radio and Television Terms (New York City, New York: 
Catholic Communications Foundation, 1971); L. Bernard Happe, 
Basic Motion Picture Technology (New York: Communication 
Arts Books, 1971); Ernest Walter, The Technique of the 
Film Cutting Room (New York; Communication Arts Books, 
1969); John Burder, The Technique of Editing 16mm Films 
(New York: Communication Arts Books, 1968); Peter Jones, 
The Technique of the Television Cameraman (New York: 
Communication Arts Books, 1970). 
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exposure index or speed rating to denote film sensitivity. 

Aspect ratio.—The proportion of picture width to 

height. 

Audio.—The sound part of a film sequence or television 

program. 

-B-

Back Projection (Rear screen projection).—A method of 

projecting transparencies or film on to a screen, placed 

behind artists, to represent a still or moving background. 

Beam splitter prism.—Used in some viewfinding systems 

to conduct a portion of the light away to the viewfinder 

while the remainder passes through to the film. 

Blimp.—Rigid sound-proof cover for a camera used when 

sound-filming. Although camera noise is eliminated, it 

allows full control from the outside. 

Bloop.—A triangular patch used to suppress the noise 

made by a splice in an optical track. 

Blow up.—The technique of producing a larger picture 

from a smaller gauge film. 

-C-

CATV.—Community Antenna Television. Refers to wire-

television services which use elaborate antennas to take 

television signals from distant areas and transmit them to 

subscribing households via cable. 
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CBS.—Columbia Broadcasting System. 

Claw.—Metal tooth in the intermittent movement of 

a camera which engages with the perforation and pulls 

down the film frame by frame. 

Clean print.—See release print. 

Clip.—A short section of film removed from a scene 

or sequence. 

Close up.—Shot taken close to a subject and 

revealing detail. 

Color master.—The name given to reversal color 

materials exposed in the camera. Also called color 

original. 

Combined print.—A print where the sound track and 

action are printed together in the same piece of film stock. 

Connector.--A coupling device, consisting of a plug 

and receptacle, that provides an electrical junction 

between two cables, or between a cable and a camera, etc. 

Console.—Control desk for the centralized operation 

of sound recording and mixing or of studio lighting 

equipment. 

Continuity.--The flow from one shot to another without 

breaks or discrepancies. Smoothness in the development 

of subject matter. 

Continuous loop.—A length of film joined head-to-

tail for repeat continuous running. 
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Contrast.-The difference between the lightest ami 

the darkest parts of any one scene. 

core.—A plastic center in which film is wound. 

Cue.-A signal to direct the start of a scene, effect, 

narration, etc. 

Cutaway.—A shot of something other than the main 

action, often to bridge a time lapse or to avoid a jump cut. 

-D-

Decibel.—A unit for measuring the relative loudness 

of sounds, equal approximately to the smallest degree of 

difference of loudness ordinarily detectable by the human 

ear, whose range includes about 130 decibels on a scale 

beginning with 1 for the faintest audible sound. 

Defocusing.—Causing a picture to be out of focus. 

Density.—Image blackness. A measure of the light 

transmitted by film. 

Depth of field.—The difference between the nearest 

and furthest distances a subject can be placed from a 

lens in order to remain acceptably in focus. 

Diaphragm.—Variable control regulating light 

passing through the lens. 

Dissolve.--An optical effect in which one scene 

gradually replaces another. In essence, a fade-out and 

fade-in are superimposed. Also known as a mix. 
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Double Super-S.—Unexposed Super-Smm film is often 

supplied in 16mm width with Super-Smm perforations. After 

exposing down one half-width of the film, the reels are 

removed, turned over, and re-inserted. Then the film is 

run through a second time exposing the remaining half-

width. The 16mm material is then split to Super-8 in the 

course of the processing. The original 16mm stock with 

Super-S perforations is known as double Super-S. 

Double-system sound.—A system of sound recording 

used for shooting synchronized sound takes. Sound is 

recorded on separate magnetic film or 1/4 inch tape and 

not (as in single-system) , on the actual film in the camera. 

Dubbing.—The combination of several sound components 

into a single recording. 

Dupe.—A copy negative, short for duplicate negative. 

Duplicating.—Reversal materials, when printed on 

other reversal stocks, are often said to be duplicated. 

Where negative film is reproduced on positive stock, the 

same process is known as printing. 

-E-

Edge numbers.-Also known as key numbers and sometimes 

as negative numbers. Edge numbers are found on the edge of 

film at intervals of 1 foot. The numbers originally occur 

on unexposed stock and are thus reproduced whenever the 
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original material is printed. Used specially when the 

camera original is matched to the edited workprint, and 

in the preparation of optical effects. Where edge numbers 

are missing or not legible, arbitrary numbers can be 

printed on originals and prints. This is known as coding. 

Editorial sync.—Where picture and sound track are 

kept in alignment. 

Emulsion.--Light sensitive coating on one side of 

the film, identifiable as the dull side, which when inserted 

in the camera film gate should face the lens. 

Exposure.—Amount of light permitted to reach each 

frame while filming. 

-F-

f-number.—A measure of the diaphragm opening of a 

lens, expressed as a fraction of its focal length. Also 

called f-stop. 

fps.—Frames per second, indicating the number of 

images exposed per second. 

Fade-in.—Gradual emergence of a shot out of darkness. 

Fade-out.—A shot that gradually disappears into 

complete darkness. 

Fader.—A control for sound level in recording and 

reproduction. 

Film gate.—The part of the camera mechanism in 
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which the film is held while each frame is exposed. 

Film plane.—Position of the film in the film gate 

indicated by the symbol 0 on the outside of the camera body. 

Film speed.—The sensitivity of a film to light. 

Filming speed.—Speed (in frames per second) at 

which film is being exposed. 

Filter.—A transparent material having the ability 

to absorb certain wavelengths of light and transmit others. 

Fine grain.—Film stocks with extremely fine grain 

emulsions. Usually used in the course of producing 

duplicate materials, for the intermediate stages of the 

process. 

Fixing.—The removal of unexposed silver halides 

from the film during processing. 

Focal length.—The distance from the center of a 

lens to the surface of the film when the lens is focused 

on a distant object. The distance governs the angle of 

view of the lens--a short focal length lens has a wide 

angle of view, a long focal length lens has a narrow angle 

of view. 

Focus.—The position at which a sharp and well-defined 

image is produced by a lens. 

Footage counter.—Indicator showing footage run through 

the camera while filming. 

Format.—The size or aspect ratio of a film. 
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Frame.—A single picture on a length of motion picture 

film. The frame line is the narrow line dividing frames. 

Frames per second (fps).—The number of pictures 

produced every second as the film passes through the camera. 

Framing.—Arranging the subject within the picture 

area. 

Full stripe.—A band of magnetic coating on a length 

of motion picture film and edge-to-edge on its surface. 

Used for sound recording. 

-G-

Governor.—An attachment for controlling the camera 

motor so that it runs at a constant rate of speed. 

-H-

Halation.—Unwanted exposure surrounding a photographic 

image caused by light scattered within the emulsion or 

reflected from the base. 

Handgrip.—An integral piece of equipment grasped by 

the hand when carrying or filming with a unit. 
Hertz (HZ).—unit of frequency, 1 Hz equals 1 cycle 

per second. 

Housing.—An enclosure on a camera or part thereof 

which soundproofs, or protects the user from, the moving 

parts. 

Hue.—In color photography, the shade of certain 
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colors, their intensity. 

-I-

Interchangeable lenses.—Lenses of fixed focal length 

which are dismounted and interchanged for those of other 

focal lengths. 

Interlocked motors.—Interlocking between two motors 

so that their rotors and stators are similarly positioned, 

thus providing constant synchronism of the intermittent 

movements of two cameras or one camera and a projector, etc. 

Intermittent movement.—That part of the film drive 

mechanism which stops, positions, and advances the film 

frame by frame when the camera is running. It is the 

primary feature governing picture quality and steadiness, 

and must be of the very highest precision. 

Internegative.--A duplicate color negative. Refers 

primarily to a color negative derived directly from a 

color reversal original while other negatives are known as 

"color dupe negative." 

Interpositive.—A fine grain color print used in 

the course of making duplicate color negatives. 

Iris.—An adjustable diaphragm to control the light 

transmission of a lens. 

-J-

Jump cut.—A cut which breaks the continuity by 
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omitting an interval of time, revealing persons or objects 

in a different position in two adjacent shots. Such cuts 

should be avoided. 

-L-

Laboratory.—The organization processing and printing 

the film. 

Latent image.--The invisible image registered on a 

photographic film due to the reaction produced in the emulsion 

by exposure to light. 

Leader.—A length of film at the beginning and end of 

a reel of film for identification and handling. Also blank 

film used for spacing in editing work or for threading up 

processing machines. 

Level cut, straight cut, or editorial cut.—A cut 

where sound and picture are cut at the same point. 

-M-

Mag stripe.—A strip of magnetic coating on the side 

of a film used for sound recording. 

Magazine.—Lightproof housing containing the film, 

usually detachable. 

Magnetic sound.—Sound recorded on magnetic tape. 

Microphone.—An instrument for converting the 

mechanical energy of sound waves into electrical signals 

for recording. 
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Mix.—See dissolve. 

Modulation.—The magnitude of sound. 

Moviola.—In the United States, the trade name of a 

particular model of editing machine that has passed into 

general use to describe any editing machine. 

Multiplexer.—1. An instrument for mixing signals. 

2. A device of movable mirrors or prisms that directs 

images from several projection sources into one. 

-N-

NBC.—The National Broadcasting Company. 

Negative.—A piece of film where the tone values of 

the image are reversed. Black is white, and white is 

black. 

-0-

On camera.—Being picked up by the camera. 

On the air.—Broadcasting. 

Optical effects.—Trick shots prepared by the use 

of an optical printer in the laboratory, especially fades 

and dissolves. 

Optical sound.—A sound track in which the record 

takes the form of variations of a photographic image. 

Out-take.—A take of a scene which is not used for 

printing or final assembly in editing. 
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Panchromatic—Film sensitive to all colors of the 

visible spectrum. 

Parallax error.—An error from displacement of a 

viewfinder above or to one side of the taking lens in 

certain camera designs. The view through the finder differs 

slightly from that on the film, but the difference is only 

apparent when working at close range. 

Perforations.—Holes in motion picture film by which 

sprockets and claw mechanism drive it through the camera. 

Photocell.—Device for converting variations of 

light intensity into electrical signals. 

Pin.—A component of a camera or printer mechanism 

which engages with a perforation hole to locate the film 

at the time of exposure. 

Positive.—A photographic image in which the tones 

of the scene correspond to those of reality, light as 

light, dark as dark. 

Post synchronization.—Recording sound to a picture 

after the picture has been shot. 

Pressure plate.—A plate behind the aperture which 

applies back pressure to hold the film accurately in the 

focal plane. The pressure plate incorporates rollers to 

minimize frictional contact with the film. 

Printing.—Copying motion picture images by photographic 
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exposure or photo-mechanical methods. 

Processing.—The chemical operation required to convert 

the latent image of exposed film to its final stable form. 

Projection print.—See release print. 

Projector.—Apparatus used for the presentation of 

motion picture images by optical enlargement on a screen. 

-R-

Raster.—The lines forming the scanning pattern of 

a television system. 

Raw stock.—Unexposed cinematographic film. 

Rear screen projection.—See back screen projection. 

Reduction prints.—Prints made from a larger gauge 

film to a smaller gauge film. 

Reel.—A complete unit of film, edited and carrying 

changeover cues enabling continuous projection to take 

place. Unedited films is identified in rolls. Also 

refers to the metal container in which film is wound. 

Reflex shutter.—Camera shutter with a reflecting 

surface used to form a viewfinder image. 

Reflex viewfinder.—Optical system allowing view-

finding through the actual taking lens of the camera while 

filming. 

Registration.—Ability to position each frame 

correctly and hold it steady while being exposed. 
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Release print.—Projection print of a finished film. 

Reversal film.—A type of film stock which after 

exposure and processing produces a positive image instead 

of a negative. 

-S-

SMPTE.—Society of Motion Picture and Television 

Engineers. 

Scanning.—The regular movement of a spot of light 

or electron beam producing the raster in a television system, 

Scene.—Usually, the unit in a film story which is 

intended to be shot as continuous action. 

Sensitivity.—The ability of a photographic emulsion 

to form a latent image when exposed to light. 

Shot.—An uninterrupted picture from one camera. 

Shutter.—A device for obscuring light from the film 

while it moves on from one frame to the next. A variable 

shutter is one whose opening may be adjusted to let in 

more or less light. 

Single-system.—A sound recording film camera in 

which picture and sound are simultaneously recorded on one 

film. 

Slate.—Two pieces of board, hinged together in such 

a way that the two parts can be banged together at the 

start of a synchronized sound take. Scene and take number 
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are written in chalk on the board so that the action can 

later be identified. The film editor matches the point 

where the two pieces of the board actually bang together, 

with the corresponding bang on the soundtrack and is thus 

able to synchronize sound and picture. 

Splice.—The joining of two end pieces of film to 

form a continuous piece. 

Split-screen.—Trick shot in which two separate 

images are combined on each frame. 

Splitting focus.—Focusing the lens somewhere between 

two or more subjects in order to include them in the depth 

of field. This is done when focusing sharply on one subject 

would cause the other/s to be out of focus. 

Sprockets.—Toothed wheels inside the camera which 

drive the film by engaging with the film perforations. 

Stop frame exposures.—Single frcimes exposed at 

longer intervals than in normal continuous running. 

Stripe.—A narrow band of magnetic coating applied 

to a length of motion picture film. 

Superimpose.—The technique of joining or overlapping 

two or more images on one or more frames. 

Synchronize.—Matching of sound to pictures. 

Synchronizer.—Equipment used in editing to keep two 

or more strips of film exactly in step by passing over 

interlocked sprockets. 
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-T-

Take.—A photographed scene, repeated as necessary 

to meet the director's requirements of the action. 

Take-up.—That part of a film machine where the film 

is wound up after passing through for exposure, processing, 

or projecting. 

Tape.—A narrow unperforated strip carrying a 

magnetic coating used in sound recording. 

Telecine.—Equipment for producing a television signal 

from motion picture film. 

Turret.—Rotating plane on the front of a camera 

holding two or more lenses which may be interchanged without 

removing them from the camera. 

-V-

Videotape.—Magnetically coated tape used to record 

and reproduce television signals electronically. 

Viewfinder.—Any viewing system which gives a framed 

representation of the image as it will appear on the film. 

-W-

Workprint.—Name given to the print used for editing 

purposes. 

-Z-

Zoom lens.—Lens which varies its focal length over 
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a continuous range by operating a control, so giving a 

greater or less magnified image. 
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